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Abstract English

Abstrakt Deutsch

One in three people worldwide live without
safe and dignified toilets, over 200 million
in African slums. This leads to widespread
illness, pollution, and death. Container-based
sanitation services address the problem
by collecting human faeces in containers,
inside toilets, inside peoples’ homes. These
services regularly collect the containers
and biodegrade the faeces into products,
e.g. compost. Generally, container-toilets
are smelly, and services are inefficient and

200 Millionen Menschen leben in den
Slums von Afrika und sind aufgrund der
schlechten Sanitäranlagen mit Krankheiten,
Umweltverschmutzung und Todesfällen
konfrontiert. Container-based Sanitation
(CBS) bietet bereits eine Lösung mit einer
Container-Toilette für das Haus an. Die
Fäkalien werden regelmässig von den CBS
Dienstleistungen abgeholt und verwertet.
Jedoch entwickeln die Toiletten unerwünschte
Gerüche, die CBS Dienstleistungen sind
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unsafe. In this thesis, ethnographic fieldwork,
rapid prototyping, and experiments are used
to develop a new solution: PooPac.
PooPac is a bioactive paper bag that
suppresses the toilet smell. The biodegradable
PooPac is sealed for transport, and directly
composted, removing all contact with faeces.
PooPac can increase access to safe and
dignified sanitation.

ineffizient und die Behälter unsicher. Diese
Masterarbeit verwendet experimentelle und
ethnographische Methoden, sowie RapidPrototyping um einen Lösungsansatz zu
entwickeln.
PooPac ist ein bioaktiver Behälter, der aus
Pilzgeflecht und Papier hergestellt wird. Er
ist daher biologisch abbaubar, kontrolliert
unerwünschte Gerüche und Fäkalien können
ohne Risiken transportiert werden.
Page 13

1 Executive
Summary

1.1 Problem
Millions of people live in informal urban
areas where there is no government run
sewage system. Most people are forced to
use dangerous and undignified pit latrines
- basically a hole in the ground - covered by
a small shed. One alternative is containerbased sanitation (CBS), a service paid for
my end users themselves. Users get an inhome toilet that separates urine and faeces
without using water. The toilet can be used
as normal, and ash or sawdust are sprinkled
over the faeces to inhibit smell. The waste
remains in containers inside the toilet until a
serviceman comes for collection. The waste
is then transported to a centralised location,
and processed into compost, fertiliser, or fuel.
Page 14

CBS could quickly and effectively solve the
urban sanitation challenge, however, three
key problems with the current systems still
exist. The biggest problem is that the smelly
business of using the toilet has moved into
cramped urban housing, often only ten
square metres a house. The smell control is
often ineffective, costly or the waste has to
be collected very often (bi-weekly). Another
problem is that CBS is less efficient (and so
more expensive) than digging a pit latrine,
since in CBS waste is physically transported
out of the area. A third problem with CBS is
that the containers need to be emptied and
cleaned, exposing employees to hazardous
human waste.

1.2 Solution

1.3 Business

PooPac solves all of the three key problems
with CBS. The PooPac is bioactive, using
a living organism grown on the container
and discs, used to cover the faeces after they
are produced. This bioactive technology
completely controls the faeces smell, soon
after defecation. Using solid discs is easier than
powdery ash or sawdust, and the discs also
compact the faeces tightly into the PooPac.
PooPac is made out of waterproofed paper,
therefore it is not rigid like a plastic bucket,
which means that many more PooPacs can
be packed into a cart for transporting. PooPac
is biodegradable, this means that it never has
to be opened and emptied, so reducing the
contact with faeces to zero.

PooPac will supply container-based
sanitation service providers (CBSSPs),
not end users directly. The product will be
produce industrially, initially in central or
eastern Europe where biotechnology is well
established. The product will be assembled
and activated in the country where it will be
used. The activation (by means of water) takes
up to 4 days and allows the PooPac to manage
smell effectively. At USD 0.25, PooPac is more
expensive than using plastic bags (USD 0.05),
however, PooPac makes the whole sanitation
system cheaper because PooPac is easier,
more compact, and safer to handle.

1.4 Partners

1.5 Timeline

Initial research and later stage prototype
testing was done in Kisumu, Kenya with the
local team at WSUP Enterprises, through
a partnership with MoSan. Throughout
the project, a number of experts advised
the project. The experts were both product
designers at ZHdK and entrepreneurs
with experience in starting successful
WASH enterprises. I am already building
relationships with potential first customers in
East Africa.

I am looking for a way to continue the project
after this thesis is complete. The current plan
is to secure funding by the end of Q3 2016.
The product needs further development,
particularly to make the bioactive smell
control stable enough for large scale use. The
second key goal is to test the PooPac product
and supply with a large scale pilot (e.g. 10
families for 2 months), this will be done in
Q2 2017. After which the first beta customers
will be found and the product prepared for
launch into the market.
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Figure 2.0: Open drains in Kibera, Nairobi, Kenya
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2 Background
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2.1 The global sanitation

situation

The World Health Organisation and Unicef
reported in 2014 that:
“Despite significant progress on
sanitation, in 2012, 2.5 billion
people did not have access to
an improved sanitation facility”
(WHO & UNICEF, 2014).
This means that one in three people alive
today are defecating into pit latrines without
a platform, hanging latrines, bucket latrines
or out in the open.
The percentage of the global population that is
urban exceeded 50% in 2008 and is estimated
to continue growing to 4.9 billion by 2030,
predominantly in developing countries. One
in every three city dwellers worldwide lives in
a slum (Lahariya, 2008). WHO and UNICEF
state in a 2014 progress report that 200 million
of the urban population in Sub-Sahran Africa
do not have improved sanitation (WHO
& UNICEF, 2014). The slum population in
Sub-Saharan Africa is expected to double
between 2007 and 2020 (Okpala et al., 2007).
In summary, the current need for safe and
dignified sanitation is massive, and only set
to increase in the foreseeable future.
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“DESPITE
SIGNIFICANT
PROGRESS ON
SANITATION,
IN 2012, 2.5
BILLION PEOPLE
DID NOT HAVE
ACCESS TO AN
IMPROVED
SANITATION
FACILITY”
(WHO &
UNICEF, 2014).
Figure 2.1a: Pit latrine structure in Manyatta, Kisumu, Kenya
Figure 2.1b: Full pit latrine hole, Railways, Kisumu, Kenya
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2.2 Sanitation in informal
settlements

2.3 Method
Ethnographic Research

Why is sanitation such a problem? The
problems is not a general lack of toilets, but
the lack of “good” toilets (Tumwebaze, Orach,
Niwagaba, Luthi, & Mosler, 2012).

In order to contextualise the above statistics
and to understand the situation as it pertains
to the daily lives of so many people, I visited
Kenya in the summer of 2015. During the visit
I tested some early prototypes (BioBoxes)
with end users. This was carried out, in
collaboration with Water and Sanitation
for the Urban Poor (WSUP) in Kisumu,
through the partnership with MoSan, who’s
toilet WSUP had been testing. Independent
visits were made to Sanivation in Naivasha,
Sanergy, Mr.Green, and Kibera slum in
Nairobi. In this chapter, the data I gathered
during these visits is analysed along with
secondary research in order to identify the
key design criteria for this project.

The two social problems with existing pit
latrines are cleanliness and shared use. Other
problems include smell, difficulty in cleaning,
insect infestations, structural safety, social
safety, distance from home, and availability.
Older and disabled people find dirty squat
toilets difficult to use. Girls and women face
indignity, harassment and rape while walking
to and using toilets (Tsinda et al., 2013).

Of the Kisumu water and sanitation budget,
0% is assigned to sanitation (Jankowiak,
Edgar, Whitehouse, & Walcott, 2014).
Informal settlements are typically illegitimate
in the eyes of officials. This means that the
construction and maintenance of toilets is
left up to the landlord and therefore paid
for by tenants. Because of sandy soil, high
water tables, flooding, high use and cheap
building materials, toilets quickly become
full or collapse, polluting the environment.
Exhauster services are often too expensive,
unable to access the pits, or they are simply
non-existent (Tsinda et al., 2013; Alexander,
Atladóttir, & Wyatt, 2011).

City officials typically have few resources to
dedicate to building sanitation infrastructure.
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Figure 2.2: Infographic courtesy of WSUP Enterprises (Jankowiak et. al. 2014)

The research was predominantly qualitative
in nature, consisting of mostly fly-on-the-wall
observations recorded by taking notes and
photos. With WSUP I ran a small focus group,
which included a structured questionnaire,
followed by a group discussion. We tested
an early prototypes of the product (BadBox)
in a small pilot, preceded and followed by
in-depth scripted interviews (Martin &
Hanington, 2012).
I also carried out a number of informal
interviews with professional container-based
sanitation (CBS) practitioners including:
Katie Whitehouse (WSUP), Mike Hahn
(Sanergy), and Andrew Foote (Sanivation).

Figure 2.3: Explaining how to use the MoSan toilet to a trial participant in Kisumu, Kenya
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perhaps a TV or stereo. Behind a curtain are
two beds for Sarah and her children. By the
door is a small utility area with pots, pans and
some stored food. The dignity and pride of
Sarah’s home stands in stark contrast to her
toilet.

tens of centimetres into the hole. More details
about the sanitation conditions in Kenya
and other primary research can be found in
the appendixes at the end of this document
(Appendix A – Observations of Slum life in
Kenya) .

The shared toilet sits in front of all the
buildings and is right next to one of the main
roads through the slum. The facility is built on
a concrete slab, and surrounded by a mass of
stinking, rotting rubbish, frequented by pigs
and flies. There are two cubicles constructed
out of wooden supports and corrugated
iron. The corrugated iron has many sharp
edges and has many small holes that could
be employed by passing peeping-toms. One
of the two cubicles is blocked and filled with
rubbish. The second cubicle has a flat space
to bathe, and a hole which serves as a toilet.
The latrine is so full you can see faecal matter

This example shows that, to the people of
Kisumu, as to all human beings, dignity
and pride of appearance are important.
Dignity and pride are especially important
in the difficult living situations such as
those in Kisumu, where social capital is key
for survival. The lack of safe and dignified
sanitation in the slum undermines this on
every level, placing the inhabitants in both
mortal and moral danger on a daily basis.

Figure 2.4b: Inside of a home in Neyalenda, Kisumu, Kenya
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Therefore, the primary objective of this entire
thesis and a key design criteria for any design
developed, is to deliver safety and dignity.

Figure 2.4a: Pit latrine structure in Mbunga, Kisumu, Kenya

2.4 Example
Sarah’s toilet: the
archetypal “bad” toilet
Sarah, (not her real name), is a single working
mother with two young boys. She lives in
a semi-detached double-roomed mudhouse on a compound with about 10 other
tenancies. Sarah buys water at a local water
kiosk and does her washing and cooking
outside in the company of neighbours and
relatives.
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Her semi-detached house consists of a
wooden superstructure, a corrugated iron
roof and earthen walls. The house is very
neat, tidy and clean. The walls are hung with
cloths and a few precious posters or pictures.
She also has a single M-COPA solar powered
light. She has a living-room area for receiving
guests, furnished with a few sofas, a low table,

2.5 Container-based sanitation
systems

There is an innovative new approach to
addressing these problems which cuts
through the social problems, public
sector paralysis, private sector failure, and
environmental conditions. This approach is
container-based sanitation (CBS).
In my secondary research I found that CBS
is an approach being developed in a number
of locations across the globe by small social
enterprises, referred to in this report as
container-based sanitation service providers
(CBSSPs). Instead of paying-per-use at a
communal latrine, users rent a self contained
toilet in their home. This urine diversion
dry toilet (UDDT) contains two containers
one for the faeces and another for the urine.

These containers are collected regularly (e.g.
weekly) by a CBSSP. The CBSSP transports
the waste to a central facility to be processed
into fertiliser, fuel, biogas and other products,
an approach known as ecological sanitation
or Ecosan. This system provides many
benefits to the end user at equivalent or lower
prices. These benefits include:
- A hygienic toilet
- A structurally sound toilet facility
- A private toilet facility
- A safe facility to visit, especially at night
- A modern status symbol
- A child, pregnant mother, disability
friendly facility
- Often a portable and adaptable solution
(Tilmans et al., 2015)

Despite the many complex challenges
in setting up such a service, a number of
enterprises have developed beyond the pilot
phase and are now scaling.

Major Container Sanitation Toilet Service Providers
operating in Slum Contexts
Name
Location
Loowatt
Antananarivo, Madagascar
Sanergy
Nairobi, Kenya
Sanivation
Naivasha, Kenya
SOIL
Port-au-Prince, Haiti
X-Runner
Lima, Peru
(Gründl, Hahn, Gebauer, 2014)

Existing System
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Figure 2.5a: The existing container-based sanitation system for in-home toilets with a
minimal amount of distributed infrastructure, as implemented by Sanivation
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Existing system with a

collection point

Existing system with bags

that are collected in a bin

Existing system with a

waste transfer station

Figure 2.5b: Existing container-based sanitation system for in-home
toilets with a local collection point, as implemented by X-Runner
Figure 2.5c: Existing container-based sanitation system for in-home toilets with
bags that are collected in a local collection point, as implemented by WSUP
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Figure 2.5d: Existing container-based sanitation system for in-home
toilets with a waste transfer station, as implemented by Sanergy
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2.6 The problems with
container-based sanitation
systems
Issues with current containers
Although CBS solves many of the problems
with sanitation, there are a number of
shortcomings in the existing systems. The
main challenge comes from the fact that it
is expensive to move waste around using
human, animal, or engine power. Thus the
higher the density and volume of waste
transported per kilometre, the more efficient
the system. For example: consolidating waste
at a waste transfer station or combining
all the waste from one plot (Appendix C –
Interviews with CBS Entrepreneurs).
A second challenge is cleaning. Cleaning
requires a large infrastructure investment,
produces an unpleasant smell, and consumes
large amounts of fresh water that then has to
be disposed of safely. Using bags to line the
containers often reduces, but does not always
eliminate, cleaning. (Appendix C – Interviews
with CBS Entrepreneurs).
CBSSP leaders and academics have published
literature highlighting that the containers for
CBS systems are not adequate. The containers
used are those that are readily available on
the local market. The shortcomings of these
containers are listed on the facing page.
This secondary research shows, that a new
kind of container is needed, to replace the
Page 28

ineffective current solutions. This same
conclusion was highlighted in a recent Toilet
Coalition report.
“Finding better waste container
design would solve a number
of operational and financial
issues: lower collection frequency
and costs, improve safety and
handling for collectors, reduce
costs and use of bags and liquids.
At the same time, it would drive
demand, making the solution
more attractive for larger
segments of users. Optimized
waste container design could
also help address the waste
treatment issue, if for instance the
technology would facilitate waste
disposal or processing” (Graf,
Kayser, & Brossard, 2014).

Not water-tight
Not drop resistant
No feedback if closed
Inefficient transport
Does not nest well
No handles
Wastes space
Too heavy
Difficult to empty
Too high
Product availability
Other preferred use
(Gründl, Hahn, Gebauer, 2014; Mijthab, 2014; Kompotoi 2015)

Lid hard to remove
Difficult to label
Metal parts rust
Cost
Difficult to clean
Odour

These observations and secondary research
lead to the conclusion that addressing
Operational Efficiency is a key design criterion
for this project (Appendix C – Interviews
with CBS Entrepreneurs). Furthermore, the
vehicle for addressing operational efficiency
is clearly in the redefinition of the container,
what it is made of, how it is used, and the
system that comes with it.
Figure 2.6a: Current containers in use. From top left clockwise: Clean Team, Soil, WSUP
Enterprises, X-Runner, Sanivation, Sanergy, LooWatt
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Early BadBox
prototypes developed
for user testing in
Kisumu, Kenya

These columns of images detail how each
of the three prototypes were transported,
assembled, used and closed. For each column
reading from left to right:
1. BadBox 1 tested in Kenya
2. BadBox 2 tested in Kenya
3. BadBox 3 tested in Kenya.
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Figure 2.7b: Three columns of images showing how to operate
the three BadBox/BioBox prototypes tested in Kenya
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2.7 User trials and the need to
control smell
Based on the conclusion that the container
is the way to address the issues facing CBS,
three initial prototypes (BioBoxes) were
built for testing in Kenya. The BioBoxes were
tested with a single user from 12th of August
to 18th of August 2015. The user who tried the
BioBoxes was Julia (not her real name), an
unemployed mother of four, renting two oneroomed houses on a plot in Nyalanda, a slum,
in Kisumu, Kenya. The BioBox was tested
inside a MoSan toilet, which was placed in
the children’s room. Julia had been using a
different UDDT toilet for the last 6 months,
emptying and cleaning the bucket herself
(Appendix B – BioBox Trial).
A bin was installed behind Julia’s house for
her to deposit the full BioBoxes. Julia received
a demonstration of the BioBoxes including
how they are assembled and closed. Julia
then practiced these functions until she was
comfortable with the operation. Julia was
left to use the BioBoxes and exchange them
whenever she felt it was necessary. The smell
was controlled by covering the faecal waste
with perfumed sawdust. To make sure the
BioBox was working, Julia was visited every
few days. The BioBoxes were collected at the
end of the trial, and an interview was done
with Julia, to hear how the experience had
gone (Appendix B – BioBox Trial)
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Julia highlighted that the main challenge
with the BioBox, as with all indoor container
toilets, is smell (Appendix B – BioBox Trial).
Julia explained that with one prototype she
had trouble securing the lid, which was very
unpleasant, due to the smell. When asked
about her general opinion about smell,
she said a chemical should be found that
controlled smell completely (Appendix B –
BioBox Trial). Further observations when
visiting CBSSPs confirmed this finding, ash
and sawdust reduce the smell of faeces for
one or two days. (Appendix C – Interviews
with CBS Entrepreneurs).
Since covering faeces only ineffectively and
temporarily inhibits the smell, the smell
is controlled primarily through regular
waste collection. By controlling smell, the
frequency of collection rounds could be
reduced, delivering radical cost savings.
Andrew Foote, the CEO of Sanivation, noted
that a container that controlled smell could
be relatively expensive, and yet deliver an
overall cost saving to CBSSPs (Appendix C –
Interviews with CBS Entrepreneurs). Toilet
Coalition highlights the same conclusion
(Graf et al., 2014).

Figure 2.7a: Bins for discarding full BioBoxes, guarded against theft
Figure 2.7b: Sarah examining a BioBox prototype
Figure 2.7c: Sarah practicing assembling a BioBox prototype
Figure 2.7d: Sarah decorating the MoSan toilet she will use in the trial
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2.8 Key design criteria and
research question
The three key factors in container design that
were highlighted in the preceding sections
are: Smell Control, Operational Efficiency,
Safety & Dignity; Smell Control because of
Julia’s experiences with the early prototype,
Operational Efficiency was concluded from
analysing of existing CBS systems, and Safety
& Dignity from observing the dangerous,
disgusting, and humiliating sanitation
conditions in informal settlements. The key
to all these issues is the container that holds
the faeces while waste is being collected in
the home, and contains the waste as it is
transported. Therefore, the three key design
criteria will guide the process of redesigning
of the container in container sanitation.
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These criteria were then formalised into a
research question, which was used to guide
the research process.

Detailed analysis of product specifications

How can a product-system for
container-toilets in Kenya be
designed, to collect and transport
faeces in slums, with safety and
dignity?
This research question can be broken down
the following key parts.
What
Who
Why
When
Where

- a product-system
- container sanitation services
- safety and dignity
- collect and transport faecal waste
- in slums, in Kenya

Figure 2.8: Detailed analysis of product specifications
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2.9 Reflection
Being open to a new world
Following the previous discussion, I would
now like to reflect on the process. Before going
to Kenya, it was difficult to understand the
value of experiencing the context. After the
experience I understand that the difference
is not in location, but in the way people think
and how the society functions. To give one
example: everywhere people use flax brushes
to sweep, these brushes don’t have handles,
meaning people have to bend double. When
asked why, my colleague answered:
“We do have brooms with
handles, though not so many
this because our first broom was
this without handle and people
got used to it and we find it gives
as another way to exercise as we
bend to do the cleaning”.
– Laura Lumumba
This opinion is not understandable without
having experienced life in Kenya, as Kolko
explains in his book Wicked Problems:

The reason for doing this is highlighted in
IDEO Human Centred Design approach:
“Designing meaningful and
innovative solutions that serve
your constituents begins with
understanding their needs, hopes
and aspirations for the future”
(IDEO, 2009).
Through this approach, through open
observation, inquisitive questioning, and
rigorous user trials, completely new and
relevant key design criteria were distilled.
More importantly, the entire context of the
situation was understood.

“DESIGNING MEANINGFUL AND
INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS THAT
SERVE YOUR CONSTITUENTS
BEGINS WITH UNDERSTANDING
THEIR NEEDS, HOPES AND
ASPIRATIONS FOR THE FUTURE”
(IDEO, 2009).

“Empathy is formed through
immersion” (Kolko, 2012).
Adopting this approach, a childlike
inquisitiveness was cultivated in me. This
generated a deeper understanding of the
complexities in delivering sanitation services.
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Figure 3.0: Working with mycelium in my kitchen in Zurich, Switzerland
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3 Materials

Research
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3.1 Method
An experimental approach

3.2 Q1 Biodegradable
container experiments

To meet the key design criteria identified
in the proceeding chapter, a large amount
of materials research was done. The focus
during this phase was mostly on smell
control, though the other criteria were always
kept in mind.

The first solution developed was a
combination of biodegradable cardboards
and plastics that made a foldable, sealable
and biodegradable container. This idea
is like a biodegradable milk carton. This
concept, under the name BioBox, won the
Social Impact Award (Social Impact Award
Switzerland, 2015), and was taken to Kenya
for testing with Water and Sanitation for the
Urban Poor (Appendix B – BioBox Trial).
This solution was found not to be as safe as
a plastic bucket, more complicated – and
therefore expensive - than a plastic bag, and
is ineffective in controlling smell.

The material research experiments were
designed to be rough and ready, focused
on generating design insights rather than
scientific knowledge. This quick and dirty
approach was aimed at ‘failing-fast’ as
described in The Lean Startup (Ries, 2011).

While experimenting, a constant exchange
was made with the product and system
design processes, thereby leveraging the
wealth of design methods to understand
complex data and systems (Kolko, 2011;
Martin & Hanington, 2012). An example of
this is that when mycelium was selected as a
material, an extra step for activation had to be
added to the system, which in turn required a
change in the product geometry.
A number of different types of materials were
tried as shown in the following matrix:

Matrix of material research areas
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Q1 Biodegradable
container
experiments

Q2 Mechanical
toilets
research

Q3 Chemical
coverings
experiments

Q4 Mycelium
product
discovery

Figure 3.1: Matrix of material research areas

An alternative model was the direct
replacement of the rigid plastic buckets
with a rigid card-like container. A number
of sustainable materials could be used in
this solution, from straw to recycled paper

to Cow Pots - rigid plant pots made from the
solids recovered after plant matter has been
biodigested to produce natural gas (CowPots,
2015). Sugar-cane bagasse was considered,
until it was learnt in conversation with
Fausto Marcigot, that bagasse is unsuitable
for cardboard, production due to its short
fibre length (Appendix C – Interviews with
CBS Entrepreneurs). This direction was
abandoned because the rigid containers
made transportation inefficient and secure
sealing of the container difficult.
The final idea in this direction was having
multiple plastic bags inside each other, so
instead of using cover material, a bag would
be simply tied off after each use. This direction
was abandoned after testing because the
pungent smell of faeces passed easily through
the bags (Appendix D – Experiments).

Figure 3.2: Mechanical smell controlling toilet system developed by LooWatt (LooWatt, 2015)
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3.3 Q2 Mechanical toilets
research
To control the smell of faeces, mechanical
systems can be employed. This approach is
already used in systems like the drop pan by
Amos Bender, the peddle powered conveyor
belt of Drysan, and the patented mechanical
sealing unit employed by LooWatt (EOOS
& WEDC, 2014). All these solutions change

the toilet, not the container, which requires
CBS providers to adopt new and expensive
toilet hardware, which is not adapted to their
context. Mechanical solutions are usually
too large to fit into a 10sqm home, and
require complex components, making them
expensive to install and difficult to repair.

3.4 Q3 Chemical coverings
experiments
An approach adopted by the military and by
campers when in remote locations is using
chemicals. Well developed systems exist,
for instance Poo Powder is a biodegradable
product produced by CleanWaste in the
USA. Poo Powder sets mixed urine and
faeces with a jelly, thereby controlling the
smell (Cleanwaste Products, 2010). WSUP
Enterprises had tested it in Kenya and found
that it worked well when mixed with water
(Appendix A – Observations of Slum life
in Kenya & Appendix C – Interviews with
CBS Entrepreneurs). This approach was
abandoned because the addition of water
made waste too expensive to carry and the
powder itself is too expensive.
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Another approach was to encase the waste
chemically. This was first tried unsuccessfully
with cooking jelly, then by sprinkling Plaster
of Paris powder over faeces. More successful
was mixing up Plaster of Paris, spreading
it on the bottom of a container, defecating
on it, then spreading more plaster over the
faeces. When the plaster sets, it successfully
encapsulates the waste. The problem is
that the plaster does not treat the waste,
resulting in an increasingly unpleasant smell
continuously escaping from any small hole
in the plaster (Appendix D – Experiments).
Most importantly, a very heavy mixture of
faeces and plaster is produced in the end,
which at some later stage must undergo
a costly separation process, while in the
meantime making the waste very heavy.

Figure 3.3: Experimenting with PooPowder, a chemical agent for controlling smell used by the US army
Figure 3.4: Experimenting with Plaster of Paris as a way to encase faeces
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3.5 Q4 Mycelium product
discovery
Various forms of fungi have been used
for millennia to make bread, wine and
cheese. New uses for fungi, such as the
packaging produced by Ecovateive Design,
are continually being developed (Ecovative
Design, 2015). Mycelium is the underground
web network of a fungi, which collects
nutrients for the production of fruiting
bodies, which are known as mushrooms. By
adding water and a starchy food stuff, such
as flour, the mycelium grows through a mass
of appropriate dead organic matter, creating
a solid and spongy mass. The product can be
easily composted, especially if shredded first.
A basic test was conducted to test the
effectiveness of mycelium. Spreading a layer
of mycelium infused straw, letting it develop
for 3 days, defecating on it, spreading another
layer of mycelium over the top and letting it
develop for another 5 days. This controlled
the smell completely! In the end the faecal
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matter is entirely encased by the mycelium
and can be picked up easily. Of course the
process of going to the toilet still smells.
However, only a few hours after the second
layer of mycelium is laid, the faeces does not
smell anymore. The two layers of mycelium
subsequently grew together, resulting in a
spongy, fully enclosed container. (Appendix
D – Experiments).
Despite not growing into the faeces itself,
this solution still meets all the key criteria
previously defined. The smell of human
waste is fully controlled after a few hours.
Waste is encapsulated in a strong and
spongy material that grows together, making
for a very secure container. Mycelium is
completely biodegradable, removing the
need for cleaning and reducing a huge cost.
Therefore, this mycelium technology will be
used for the PooPac.

Figure 3.5a: First experiment using mycelium to encase faeces
Figure 3.5b: A one litre pure mycelium & sawdust container used for smell testing
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3.6 Example
Mycelium experiment 212
As an example, Experiment 212 - Jute Bag
from Live Culture conducted on the 5th of
December 2016 - will be detailed. This was
part of a series of experiments conducted in
order to create complete mycelium-jute bag
product, as part of the 4th batch of mycelium
used.
The jute was cut down to size and soaked
in cold water so that it wouldn’t dry out
the mushrooms. The working surfaces,
implements, and gloves were all sterilised
with a 70% ethyl-alcohol 30% water solution.
The activated virgin mycelium material was
then broken up into small, fine, pieces. A
solution of water and flour was added to turn
the mycelium into a rough paste. The jute
was then wrung out, laid on a flat surface,
and the mycelium paste was spread evenly
on the jute. A cardboard box was then used
to roll the jute to the correct diameter and the
jute was then placed into a plastic container.
Smaller pieces of mycelium-covered jute
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(discs) were put in the container, divided by
plastic bags. Finally the container lid was
fitted and it was left to develop for 7 days.
On the 12th of December 2015 the discs were
well developed. The mycelium-jute bag
under the discs was also well developed.
Higher up on the sides of the container the
mycelium had developed less well due to
becoming somewhat dried out.

Figure 3.6: Guide to growing designs out of mycelium by Ecovative Design Ltd (Ecovative Design 2015).
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3.7 Mycelium characteristics
for smell control

3.8 Cultivating the mycelium
into a testable product

The high performing smell control is
achieved primarily through the use of thin
discs of mycelium to cover waste after each
defecation. Interestingly, the discs do not
need to seal the waste perfectly , leading to
the speculation that smell control may be due
to the secretion of secondary metabolites that
inhibit bacterial growth in the faecal matter
(Fox & Howlett, 2008).

To test the mycelium, it has to be made into
a strong and versatile product that could
be used for container-based sanitation.
Mycelium cells are surrounded by chitin, a
spongy and strong material. The mycelium
itself is fairly strong. When cutting up the
mycelium, a knife or a small scale food
processor did not effectively cut it. Early
mycelium-containers could be dropped from
waist height, without breaking. However, the
mycelium can easily be torn apart.

Both the containers and the discs need to
be infused with mycelium to achieve full
smell control. This was shown by conducting
an experiment where a plastic bag was
defecated into, and covered by a mycelium
disc. In this experiment, 311 - Create Lids
w Jute & BioBags, a reduced but definitely
still unpleasant level of smell was observed
(Appendix D – Experiments).
Urine kills the mycelium, removing its ability
to actively control smell. Small amounts of
urine added to a well established culture
of mycelium will not kill the mycelium.
Therefore the product must be used in
conjunction with a urine diversion dry toilet
(UDDT) (Appendix D – Experiments). A
subject for further research would be the
quantification of the maximum urine that
can be added to mycelium without killing it,
for different sizes and shapes of mycelium
culture.
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The species of mycelium used are an
edible species and therefore non-toxic.
The conditions experienced during use are
not sufficient for the mycelium to produce
fruiting bodies (mushrooms), so infestations
or allergic reactions are unlikely (Bayer &
McIntyre, 2011).
A small study was undertaken in which 26
people were asked to smell the contents of
a cardboard box containing a mycelium
container with faeces inside. Most
participants reported smelling the cardboard
box, often with a secondary smell spanning
“Forest”, “Wood”, “Dampness”, “Mould”, and
“Mushrooms”. Only one participant reported
smelling faeces (Appendix D – Experiments).
This clearly shows that smell is controlled.
Therefore the first key design criteria of the
product had successfully been fulfilled.
Next it was important to do field work in
Kenya, to determine whether the mushroom
smell is culturally acceptable and whether
the mycelium grows in the warm Kenyan
climate.

It was found that the mycelium will bind to
jute sacking. The jute sacking then provides
the needed tear-strength. A drawstring
was added to the jute sacking so that the
container could be closed. This design,
hereafter referred to as PooPac, was taken
to Kenya in order to answer basic questions
of cultural acceptance and feasibility in the
local climate.

Lid

Cardboard
Box

Mycelium
Lid
Faeces

Figure 3.8: Test setup for smell testing at Toni Area. The faeces is contained in a mycelium
container which is hidden in a box

Cardboard
Cover

Mycelium
Container
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3.9

Reflection
The designer who does
experiments

Following all this experimentation, the
question was asked: “is this project more
applied science than product design?” When
reporting back to lecturers and mentors
about all these experiments being done, the
criticism that this isn’t design was often put
forth. I disagree. A designer collects insights,
with which to justify and guide their design.
Experimentation is just one method of doing
that. The experiments conducted were by
no means rigorous, they were simple tests
to answer simple questions like: “will jelly
stop faeces from smelling?” Will mushrooms
grow on jute? This method proved to be very
effective at testing ‘design hypotheses’(Frens,
2007), but did not produce scientific
knowledge. This testing of ‘design
hypotheses’ was conducted using scientific
methods, which were used to validate the
design quickly (Chamberlain, Gardiner, &
Lawton, 2007). There is then a feedback
loop, analogous to the Lean-Startup ‘BuildMeasure-Learn’ cycle, keeping the design
process aligned with reality (Ries, 2011).
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“KEY TO THE [EFFECTIVENESS
OF THE] RESEARCH HAS
BEEN THE DESIGNER’S
ROLE IN CREATING
TOOLS TO ESTABLISH
THIS KNOWLEDGE”
(CHAMBERLAIN, GARDINER,
& LAWTON, 2007).
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Figure 4.0: Denish, my translator, interviewing a resident in Railways, Kisumu, Kenya
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4 Approach

Validation
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4.1 Method
Design research in Kenya
To test the mycelium approach, I conducted
a second research trip to Kenya in February
of 2016. This was again done in partnership
MoSan and collaborating with the local team
at WSUP Enterprises. Interviews and a small
user trial were conducted, to understand
the cultural acceptance and technological
performance of the PooPac. Along with
material supply and discussions with
container-based sanitation service providers
(CBSSPs), this research established the
viability of the PooPac solution.
We questioned eight interviewee groups on
aspects of the design (material, unfolding,
and folding). We used interactive humancentred design methods, where users where
asked to organise samples and prototypes
in order of preference. The look, smell and
acceptability of mycelium material was
assessed by showing interviewees a sample,
asking what they thought the material
was, explaining what it was and observing
their acceptance of or repulsion towards
the mycelium. The entire container-based
sanitation (CBS) system was also described
verbally and the interviewee’s opinion was
sought.

participant a MoSan toilet with a PooPac
and urine container inside, a bucket of discs,
a bucket for sanitary waste and a stick to
manipulate the discs. After three days we
exchanged the PooPac containers. After a
week we removed the MoSan toilets and
interviewed the participants.
Information for pricing and availability of
the materials was gathered by visiting local
markets and shops to purchase items or
request quotes. The cost of doing business
in Kisumu, Kenya was understood through
informal discussions with the field partner
WSUP Enterprises. Market interest and
further opportunities for value generation
were discovered through open discussions
with CBSSPs.

We conducted a one week end user trial with
two families, in the low-middle income area
of Kisumu known as Railways. We gave each
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Figure 4.1a: Denish interviewing a group of men in Railway, Kisumu, Kenya
Figure 4.1b: Discussing how the toilet is working with a trial participant
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4.2 Mushrooms are culturally
acceptable
In response to a locally sourced culture
of mycelium, eight formal interviewees
said the smell was “fine”, in the sense of
being acceptable. Another 8 people, when
asked informally what they thought of an
internationally sourced mycelium culture,
also said it was acceptable. When the
participants were asked what they thought
the local mycelium was, answers ranged
across: flour, mould, wax, dust, and ugali
(Appendix F – PooPac Trial).
Detailed questions were asked about storing
and using the material, in and around the
home. The interviewees were happy to keep
the material in the house, either stored in a
bag or exposed. They were happy to touch
the material and there were no indications

of aversion or disgust (Appendix F – PooPac
Trial).
A producer of local mycelium spawn was
found in Nairobi. He sold me healthy spawn at
600KSH (~USD 6.00) a litre that I managed to
propagate onto sawdust and a variety of other
materials successfully. A report conducted by
Argi-Pro Focus provides an estimate of the
size of the Kenyan mushroom industry:
“The study established that
Kenya’s mushroom industry is
composed of approximately 128
producers, of which 3 were large
scale growers, 25 were medium
scale growers and 100 small scale
growers” (Agri-Pro Focus, 2015).

Figure 4.3: An open MoSan toilet containing a ready PooPac, with sanitary waste and disc containers

4.3 The smell control system
works and is acceptable
The PooPac successfully controls the smell
of human waste. Both participant families
reported that there was no faecal waste smell.
Some smell of mushrooms and a damp smell
was reported, owing to the jute bag starting
to smell. One end user relayed the following
anecdote:
“I had some visitors, I waited for them to
complain, you know they are youth, they just
say what they think, but they didn’t complain”
(Appendix F – PooPac Trial).
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Figure 4.2: My colleague, Susan, explaining to a trial participant how to use mycelium-jute discs

In all other CBS systems users pour sawdust
or ash over the faecal waste, but with the
PooPac a mycelium disc is used instead.
When initially described, this aspect caused
some aversion, however this was quickly
dispelled with further explanation about the
smell control. In the trial both families used
the discs effectively, and one also used the
stick. The rounded shape of the discs was
found to be good for placing in the MoSan.
One family would have been happier if the
disc had some plastic over it, so the damp
jute didn’t have to be touched (Appendix F –
PooPac Trial).
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4.4 Challenges of the local
environment
In order to produce the prototypes needed
for the end user trial, experimentation
similar to that undertaken in Zurich was
conducted. I experimented with local
materials to understand their characteristics
and performance with the local growing
conditions (Appendix D – Experiments).
As well as the mould often encountered in
Switzerland, insect attack from mealworms
and fruit flies was a problem. This was
particularly pronounced on the locally
sourced mycelium and when the sawdust and
jute was not steamed before use. Therefore,
proper treatment of raw materials is necessary
and the containment of the product while it is
developing is also advisable (Appendix D –
Experiments).

different conditions in the dry and wet
season could also be an issue. The best way
to control moisture is by containing the
growing mushroom in plastic (Appendix D –
Experiments).
A further problem was exposed: the
prototypes used for the user trial had the
mycelium substrate spread on one side of
the jute. This left the mycelium exposed,
and it often fell off during installation and
transportation, making a large mess. The
mycelium should be better contained and is
not needed where the PooPac attaches to the
container (Appendix F – PooPac Trial).
In summary the problems encountered were
insect attack, mycelium drying out, and
messiness of the product.

With the higher temperatures (33C high,
18C low) the material dries out quicker,
stopping growth. However, high moisture
encourages mould and insect attack. The
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Figure 4.4a: Worms eating the mushroom growing on Jute in Kisumu, Kenya
Figure 4.4b: Experiments to see if mycelium will grow outside in Kisumu, Kenya
Figure 4.4c: My waste collector exchanging the PooPac during user trials in Kisumu, Kenya
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4.5 Growing the mycelium
between sheets of paper
In addition to the problems detailed above,
jute sacking is hard to find and expensive in
Kenya. Prices averaged at around USD 1.00
per PooPac, about four times the cost that
the entire product needs to achieve. Supply
was very unreliable, with the entire supply of
a local market stand being used during the
course of the trial period. However, paper is
readily available and can be reliably ordered
in large quantities with reliable quality and at
about USD 0.10 per PooPac.

Water resistance can be achieved by sealing
the outside surface of the paper with wax
or a bioplastic film. Mycelium surfaces are
hydrophobic, due to the microscopic hairs
that make up the mycelium structure, and so
water will be inhibited from soaking through
the container. (Appendix D – Experiments).
Therefore, paper will be used to provide the
shape, structure and strength of the product,
protecting the mycelium from insects and the
environment.

Experimentation in Kenya showed that
mycelium can then be grown between two
sheets of paper, retaining moisture, protecting
against insect attack, and avoiding mycelium
scattering messily. Containing the mycelium
between two pieces of paper reduces the
container wall thickness to less than 6mm
while increasing the strength of the product
still further (Appendix D – Experiments).
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Figure 4.5a: Mycelium grown on paper in Kisumu, Kenya
Figure 4.5b: Mycelium grown on paper in Kisumu, Kenya
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4.6 Reflection
Leaving the Silver Silo
First, let us reflect on the effectiveness of the
methods used. Using scripted interviews
worked well, as it allowed a Kenyan
interpreter to run the interview, making the
interviewee feel comfortable and leaving me
free to record observations. Actively using
objects worked well during interviews, giving
valuable insights, although extreme care had
to be taken to ensure that the objects did
not introduce unwanted bias through their
quality or order of presentation. Despite some
technical challenges - one of the PooPacs was
almost too small to fit around the bucket in
the toilet, and another PooPac didn’t have
time to grow a proper coating of mycelium
- the user trials were extremely valuable
in simply showing whether the system in
general works and which assumptions are
valid. Using objects in the interview after the
user trial may have provided richer interview
data. Informal discussions with CBSSPs
provided an effective method for valuable
insights to be gained without the interviewee
feeling threatened or ‘studied’ (Appendix F –
PooPac Trial).

research only validates the very general
assumptions and does not provide any
detailed or quantifiable information.
Reflecting more generally, going back to
Kenya to test the technology that had been
developed was an essential to the design
process. The initial contextual research
cannot be used to validate completely new
ideas that did not exist when that research
was undertaken (Kolko, 2011).

“THERE IS BOTH AN ART AND
A SCIENCE TO CONDUCTING
QUALITATIVE RESEARCH
EFFECTIVELY, BUT BEING
THERE IS ONE OF THE BEST
WAYS TO GET STARTED”
(KOLKO, 2013).

It is important to note that the interviews and
user trials were very small (8 and 2 participant
groups respectively), researcher bias was not
controlled, nor were participants selected
using proper randomisation. Therefore this
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Figure 5.0: Making an early prototype of the BioBox at the ZHdK workshop in Toni Areal
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5 Form

Research
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5.1 Method
Sketching and
rapid prototyping
Now that research in Kenya had shown
that the product will be made from paper
and mycelium, the shape of this paper bag
needed to be developed. Using a large picture
and post-it board, the current status of the
experiments, the research in Kenya, and
new ideas inspiring the product form were
organised visually. This was then used as an
input from which to develop drawn concepts,

and from there, rapid paper or cardboard
prototypes were put together. Repeating parts
of this process quickly explored a wide range
of geometries, which were refined towards a
final design.

Figure 5.3a: Rapid prototypes of a string-based closing mechanism for a paper bag when open
Figure 5.3b: Rapid prototypes of a string-based closing mechanism for a paper bag when closed
Figure 5.3c: Simple aesthetic rapid prototype of a string-closed paper bag
Figure 5.3d: Advanced aesthetic rapid prototype of a string-closed paper bag

5.2 Folding systems
To be operationally efficient, the product
must be delivered compact, and then
unfolded easily and quickly, at the point of
use. A large number of different approaches
were tried: fold out container floors, inserted
container walls, collapsible container walls,
sprung containers, containers that recover a
shape when made damp. In Kenya we tested
a variety of simple ways to unfold a paper bag,
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finding the standard method to be considered
easiest (Appendix F – PooPac Trial).
At the time this thesis went to print the
solution avoided folding altogether, by using
a flattening bag shape. It can be opened by
placing one’s hands inside and opening out
the bag to it’s full volume. Please visit
poopac.ch for the latest design.

5.3 Example
Rapid prototyping
A new drawstring-based closing method was
needed for an interim presentation, after
returning from the second research trip to
Kenya. The process started with a couple
of quick sketches that laid out some basic
principles. I then made a simple printingpaper model, modified it, and made a second
model. Once a functional mechanism had

been identified, the idea was translated into
an aesthetic prototype, where still further
adjustments were made. The entire process
took less than two hours, during which
a completely new iteration of the closing
mechanism was created (Appendix E Prototypes).
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5.4 Methods for closing the
PooPac container

5.5 Delivering material to
cover faecal waste

Another important product feature is how
the entire container is closed. The solution
must be: quick, easy, and secure enough so
that waste is transported safely. A number of
approaches were tested, including tongue
locks, adhesive strips, rolling, clips, and draw
strings (Appendix E - Prototypes).

Currently the typical cover material for
inhibiting smell and hiding faecal waste from
the next user is sawdust, ash, or some similar
material. To achieve superior smell control,
the mycelium needs to be included in the
cover material, as well as the container walls.
If mycelium infused sawdust is used, after a
few days the mycelium will cause the sawdust
to grow together. Instead, discrete pieces of
mycelium need to be used. A number of ways
of delivering these pieces were explored: a
grinder that cuts of a sliver of mycelium, using
plastic to separate thin slivers of mycelium,
materials that expand with the moisture in
the faeces to cover the entire surface, and
sprung materials where the inhibiting string
melts with the moisture of the faeces. In the
end such complexity was not needed.

Another solution was to attach a cardboard
closing mechanism onto the top of the bag
shape, much like an s-bag vacuum bag. This
solution is more secure and compact than
using the paper bag material for the closing
mechanism. Please visit poopac.ch for the
latest design.

to form mycelium-paper discs. These discs
are delivered in a stack, inside the PooPac
container. They are thrown into the faeces
container after each use. This solution is a
lot cleaner, more reliable, more predictable,
and more efficient than using messy, bulky
sawdust (Appendix D – Experiments).

For the PooPac bag walls, mycelium is
grown in between two pieces of paper, the
same material will be used for the discs.
The mycelium paper is cut in a disc shape
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Figure 5.4: Rapid prototypes of closing mechanism
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5.6 Reflection
The designer as
prototyping expert
Sketching and making rapid cardboard
prototypes are some of the designer’s key
professional skills. The design can quickly
progress by conceptualising and testing out
ideas in mere minutes. These skills worked
very well in parallel with the experimentation,
generating new questions to be tested with
the mycelium. These methods also kept the
process open to new ideas and prevented the
development process from being locked to
the technology. My experience supports the
agreement in the design literature, that these
tools are very effective and useful (Kolko,
2011; Martin & Hanington, 2012).
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“...LOW-FIDELITY PROTOTYPES
ARE AN EXCELLENT TOOL FOR
THE EARLY TESTING OF IDEAS
WITH CLIENTS AND USERS IN
GENERATIVE RESEARCH, SO
THAT THE PRODUCT IS SEEN
AS A CONCEPT PROPOSED FOR
CONSTRUCTIVE REVIEW...”
(MARTIN & HANINGTON, 2012).
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Figure 6.0: The PooPac product design at the time this thesis went to print
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6 PooPac

Product Design
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6.1 Short description of PooPac
Out of the rapid prototyping process, the
design of the PooPac was developed. Put
simply, PooPac is a multi layered paper bag,
with a mycelium substrate inside. Water
proofing on the outer layer of paper protects
the bag from rain, while also discouraging
animals to break open the bag. PooPac is used
inside a urine diversion dry toilet (UDDT)
to line the faeces container, removing the
need for exchanging the containers or to line
containers with a plastic bag.
When it is unfolded and put into the toilet, the
PooPac adopts the shape of the space it is in.
The growing mycelium actively controls the

smell of human faeces while fusing container
and discs together to form a strong, safe
container. The PooPac is sealed shut when
full, safely containing the waste and removing
all further contact with the waste. The entire
PooPac, along with the waste inside it will
biodegrade completely within half a year
with heat controlled composting, and in a
year without. A detailed description of how
PooPac is used can be found in section 7.4.

The main material visible is brown packing
or craft paper. This material is assembled
with simple but neat glue-lines and sparse
but prominent brand prints. A detailed
breakdown of the brand associations are
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Eco-friendly

Classic

Discardable

Rustic

At the time this thesis went to print, the 5th
of May 2016, the product design was not
complete. Please visit poopac.ch for the latest
updates.

6.2 Style of the PooPac
PooPac is a low value, high volume product
with little margin for branding. Therefore
the product language is mainly described by
the materials employed. Furthermore, the
brand language will have different meanings
in Switzerland (where it is developed and
invested in) and in Kenya (where it is sold and
used) due to the differences in culture.

Swiss Values

given on the next page. The product will evoke
different associations in Switzerland and
Kenya due to different local understandings
of the quality and style that brown paper
suggests - see facing page.
When installed inside the toilet, only the
inside will be visible. The inside will be
covered in a surface of mycelium, which is
a very bright white, similar to the colour of
ceramic toilets and sinks. This conveys a
strong product identity of cleanliness and
“bathroom”.

Kenyan Values
Expensive

Quality

Temporary

Ugly

Figure 6.2: Images illustrating the stylistic values of the PooPac in Switzerland and Kenya
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6.3 Branding and key symbols

PooPac
A corporate font is used to convey reliability
and clarity. Orange is a vibrant colour
that communicates both the importance
and the danger of the product and its
contents. This logo will be used in corporate
communications with container-based
sanitation service provider (CBSSP)
customers, partners and funders. It will be
used to build awareness and support for the
innovative mycelium technology.

branding will be the customers’ logo, which
will be printed prominently on the side of the
container. This supports brand recognition
in the customer’s area of operation, and
maintains brand continuity for the end user.
The small amounts of PooPac related text
will be used to identify the producer of the
containers. This is done in case someone is
interested in using them for another purpose.
Alternatively it will be to show that the
product contains a novel technology that has
been protected.

On the product, the PooPac branding will be
of minor importance. The most important

6.4 The size and shape of
PooPac
Cardboard
Box
The PooPac is designed
to serve up to a 5

person household (2 adults, 4 children).
The average adult in low-income countries
produces 0.25kg of faecal waste a day, and
children produce 0.17kg (Rose et. al. 2015).
Mycelium
That is about
1.2kg of waste a day when
Lid
children are taken into consideration, or
8.3kg a week. To provide a reasonable margin
Faeces
for people who produce more, a volume of
10 litres is needed. Add 5 litres of discs used

PooPac

PooPac
Patent protected
technology from

The PooPac is essentially tubular in
Cardboard
shape, so that it can fit snugly
in the tight
Cover
toilet container space. PooPac will fill the
transportation vehicle efficiently because of
the paper’s flexibility. Please visit
poopac.ch
Mycelium
Container
for the latest updates.

PooPac

Discs

Closing

250mm

15L
20 Discs

80mm

Produced in
Partnership

PooPac
Figure 6.3a: PooPac logo
Figure 6.3b: PooPac logo as printed on the product

200mm

280mm

61,600mmsq
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to cover the waste, and the total volume of
PooPac needs to be 15 litres.

Dimensions of PooPac and discs

100mm

Manufactured
in Kenya by

Lid

Figure 6.4: Plane diagram of the dimensions of PooPac

391mmsq
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6.5 Implicit warning signals and
tracking of individual units
Any damage to the outer paper of the product
will be easily identifiable. This is because the
outside paper is brown and the mycelium
inside is white. Therefore, if the brown
paper tears, the white mycelium will appear,
signalling the defect and giving warning of
the danger of spillage.

to protect the pallets of PooPacs during
transport will be printed with branding
messages. These wrappings can then be
removed from the pallets and wrapped
around transport vehicles, giving a consistent
branding message, and lining the inside of
the carts with a waterproof plastic.

The type of transport used to carry waste
will depend on the local road conditions.
Different types of transport - for example
handcarts and tuktuks - are often used by
a single CBSSP (Appendix C – Interviews
with CBS Entrepreneurs). Therefore, a way
to distinguish different forms of transport
as belonging to the same organisation is
needed. To achieve this the wrapping used

Finally, a numbering system will be printed
on the bags. This system will come with two
stickers, which can be removed and added
to log books. Therefore each PooPac will be
easily traceable. A digitally readable QR-Code
will be used, along with an easily readable
three word code. The use of three word
codes has been shown to work effectively by
what3words.com (What3words, 2016).

Collection Tracking Sheet
Tim
Collector ..............
Container ID
tree
strong
hope
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11 11
Date 11
..../..../......

Time

Condition

25:10

Clean, zero smell

Figure 6.5a: The container tracking system works

Figure 6.5b: The white inside of the PooPac, can be easily seen if the PooPac is torn
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6.6 Reflection
Proposing a design-driven
innovation
Reflecting on this chapter, it becomes clear
that the PooPac is a combination of one large
innovation (using mycelium) and the many
small innovations. All these innovations
are driven by design. They are driven by
how I observed the problem of faecal waste
transport in all its detailed complexity. Not
one of these innovations is mine alone. In
each case someone else pointed me in the
right direction. My design work has been to
put them together to create a very new design
concept, a new proposition:
“ Market? What market! We do not
look at market needs. We make
proposals to people”
- Ernesto Gismondi
(Verganti, 2009).

If research and development is going to
contribute to the development community,
then new solutions must be developed, that
reinterpret existing technologies from other
fields and change the system at its core.

“MARKET? WHAT MARKET!
WE DO NOT LOOK AT
MARKET NEEDS. WE MAKE
PROPOSALS TO PEOPLE”
- ERNESTO GISMONDI
(VERGANTI, 2009).

No one asked for a bioactive container with
a sticker-based tracking system, the industry
asked for a better plastic container. This
product does more than just meet the needs
of the situation identified. This solution shows
how bioactive management and processing
of faeces can start right in the toilet, utilising
a the potential of nature itself, to aid the safe
degradation of human waste.
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Existing System

PooPac System

Figure 7.0: How the PooPac is used in a container-based sanitation system
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7 PooPac

Product System
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7.1 General system-wide
assumptions

7.2 Producing the PooPacs

PooPac is not just a product. PooPac is also
a system in that it has a series of phases of
use, during which different product features
and functions are utilised. The PooPac
system presented here is operated by a single
container-based sanitation service provider
(CBSSP). An alternative model is possible,
where each part of the system is operated by
an independent franchisee. This option was
not pursued due to the added complexity of
the interfaces between each independent
organisation and the problem of ensuring
adequate quality across the entire supply
chain.

The PooPac system is modelled closely on
existing CBSSP systems. The goal is to require
the minimum change to existing systems,
thereby minimising the barrier to adopting
the technology. The PooPac system is most
closely modelled on in-home systems with
minimal waste consolidation, as these
systems will benefit most from PooPac. This
chapter discusses the system design. Cost
analysis is conducted in chapter 8: PooPac
Value Proposition.

The materials and design of the PooPac are
intended for both industrial and small cottage
industry production. In order for the product
to be financially viable, it will most probably
be industrially produced. Furthermore, a
sterile industrial production process will
better guarantee a well developed, healthy,
and strong mycelium.

Figure 7.1: Testing how the PooPac could be transported using locally available transportation methods

Figure 7.2: A mycelium-infused paper-making experiment
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The mycelium can be produced using a
continuous or batch based process. Any dry,
dead, woody matter can be used to grow the
mycelium, along with water and starch. The
resulting mycelium are formed into a thin (24mm) film. This film is then treated in so that
the mycelium transforms into a dry dormant

survival state (Sclerotia). Throughout this
process, heat, moisture, airflow, pH, and light
levels must be controlled. A high standard
of cleanliness must be maintained to avoid
contamination of the mushroom culture.
Either at the same location, or in the country
where the PooPacs will be used, developed
mycelium is glued between two sheets of
industrially produced packing paper, using
a biodegradable PLA adhesive. The paper
is cut according to specifications and a
biodegradable PLA adhesive is applied.
It is then folded and packaged, ready for
distribution.
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7.3 Existing System

Existing System

The system below is used as an example with which to compare the PooPac system. This system
was chosen because it requires the minimum distributed infrastructure. Therefore this system
provides a useful template for the simplest system in which PooPac could be used.

Existing System

Preparation

Distribution

Deployment

Use

Collection

Processing

In the existing system,
cleaned containers are
lined with a plastic bag, a
jerry can for urine is placed
inside, the lid is attached,
and it is then put into
storage, ready for use.

Containers are loaded
onto a motorbike-tuktuk
or handcart and driven
to customers’ houses.

In reality, this is done after
the waste is collected from
the toilet. The service
personnel open up the
toilet, remove the jerry
can from the container,
place it in the toilet, and
place the container in the
toilet. Then they remove
both lids and place them
in the toilet next to the two
containers, close the toilet
and clean it if necessary.

The user opens the toilet
and sits down. They do
their business. They clean
themselves, putting the
toilet paper and any other
waste in the bin provided.
The user then takes a cup
of ash and covers their
faeces. They close the toilet.

The service personnel open
up the toilet, close the lid
of the jerry can and faeces
container. Then lifting the
waste containers out of the
toilet, they close the toilet
and carry the containers
to the transport vehicle. At
the vehicle details about
the toilet’s condition are
noted and identification
tags are attached to the
waste containers. Finally
the vehicle is driven back
to the processing site.

When the containers arrive
for processing they are
weighed. Urine is emptied
into a soak pit, faeces into
a composting bed, biogas
chamber or solar treatment.
The plastic bags lining
the feaces containers are
removed and burnt. The
jerry cans are rinsed and left
to dry. Faeces containers
are cleaned by hand, and
soaked in antiseptic for at
least 15 minutes, before
being stacked to dry.
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PooPac System

Figure 7.3: The existing container-based sanitation system for in-home toilets with
a minimal amount of distributed infrastructure, as implemented by Sanivation
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7.4 PooPac System
Existing System

This diagram illustrates how a PooPac system would function, based on the simple system shown
in the previous pages. Collection lockers and waste transfer stations, such as those detailed in
section 2.5, could easily be added to this system without undermining the value of using PooPac.

PooPac System

Preparation

Distribution

Deployment

Use

Collection

Processing

To activate the mycelium,
the top of the plastic
wrapping around the
shipping pallet is opened.
A hose is then fed into the
hole and water poured
in until it comes out
the bottom. The hole is
closed again to protect
the mycelium while it is
activating. After 4 days
the mycelium inside the
PooPacs, as well as the
discs inside, will have fully
activated. The pallet can
be unwrapped and the
containers removed directly,
ready for distribution.

Containers are loaded
onto a motorbike-tuktuk
or handcart and driven
to customers’ houses.

The service personnel
unfold the PooPac, remove
the paper-mycelium discs
from inside the PooPac, and
place them in the container
next to the toilet. They
then open the toilet and
place the jerry can inside,
removing the jerry can lid.
The service personnel then
position the PooPac inside
the toilet, close the toilet,
and clean it if necessary.

The user opens the toilet
and sits down. They do
their business. They clean
themselves, putting the
toilet paper and any other
waste in the bin provided.
The user then takes a
mycelium-paper disc
and covers their faeces.
They close the toilet.

The service personnel
open up the toilet and close
the lid of the jerry can.
They place any remaining
mycelium-paper discs into
the PooPac and seal the
PooPac shut. They then
remove the containers and
close the toilet. They can
easily carry the PooPac
using the strong, inbuilt
handles. At the vehicle
details about the toilet’s
condition are noted and
an identification number
is removed from the
PooPac, and fixed on the
jerry can and notebook.

When the containers
arrive for processing they
are weighed. The jerry
cans are emptied into a
soak pit, rinsed out, and
left to dry. The PooPac is
added directly into the
composting, biogass or
solar treatment process.
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Figure 7.4: PooPac container-based sanitation system for in-home toilets
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Existing System

7.5 Comparing the systems

Here the existing and PooPac systems described on the previous pages are compared. This
analysis illustrates the difference between the systems, and what gives an idea of the amount of
time and money it would take to implement the PooPac system.

Existing System
Existing System

PooPac System
PooPacDeployment
System

Preparation

Distribution

The activation process
with water appears to add
a significant extra step.
However, because an entire
pallet can be done in one
go, it is actually a lot less
work than handling every
individual bucket. This
feature of the system is in an
early stage of development
and requires more research
and development.

There is no difference in
this part of the system apart
from the significant fact
that, because the PooPacs
are folded in a compact
manner, 2-3 times as
many containers can be
transported each trip.
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The current and PooPac
systems are essentially
identical in this step. Jerry
can or discs need to be
removed from the container
or PooPace. The jerry can
and container or PooPac
need to be installed. The
toilet needs to be cleaned.

Figure 7.5a: The existing container-based sanitation system for in-home toilets with
a minimal amount of distributed infrastructure, as implemented by Sanivation
Figure 7.5b: PooPac container-based sanitation system for in-home toilets

Use

Collection

Processing

PooPac uses a different
cover method, discs
instead of ash. The discs
are much cleaner and
so are more pleasant to
handle. The discs also
have a fixed size and
shape, ensuring efficient
and effective covering of
waste, with minimal end
user training. Of course,
users who are accustomed
to using sawdust or
ash would need to be
retrained to use the discs.

Though slightly slower,
sealing the PooPac ensures
that the waste remains
contained, lids have
been observed to fly off
containers during transport
(Appendix A – Observations
of Slum life in Kenya).
Significant time is currently
taken tracking containers,
therefore a sticker based
system (similar to airport
baggage tags), would
significantly improve
operational efficiency.

Because PooPac is
entirely biodegradable
and combustible, as is the
faecal matter inside, the
entire emptying, cleaning,
and drying process is
removed from the system.
This removes the need for
water, detergents, personalprotection equipment, and
the maintenance of washing
facilities. Also, a significant
reduction in contact with
and therefore risk.
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7.6 Process methods for adding
value to PooPac waste
There is a very large number of ways of
processing faecal matter:
- Anaerobic Baffled Reactor
- Anaerobic Filter
- Waste Stabilisation Ponds
- Aerated Pond
- Free-Water Surface Constructed Wetland
- Horizontal Subsurface Flow Wetland
- Vertical Flow Constructed Wetland
- Trickling Filter
- Upflow Anaerobic Sludge Blanket Reactor
- Activated Sludge
- Sedimentation Ponds
- Unplanted Drying Beds
- Planted Drying Beds
- Co-Composting/Composting
- Anaerobic Biogas Reactor
- Solar Treatment + Briquette Production
- Black Soldier Fly
(Tilley, Lüthi, Morel, Zurbrügg, &
Schertenleib, 2008)
Most of these systems require large
infrastructure investments and are
intended for process Blackwater (combined
urine, faeces and flush-water). The waste
separation that CBS achieves at source, offers
the possibility of processing faecal waste into
further products, known as Ecosan.
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Composting is perhaps the simplest and
most well known solution. Faecal matter
will naturally decompose over time,
producing high temperatures that kill most
pathogens (Tilley et al., 2008). Not only
is PooPac biodegradable, but it also helps
the biodegradation process. The paper
adds much needed carbon to the compost
heap, and the mushrooms help break down
complex molecules, facilitating bacterial
biodegradation (Email correspondence with
Iris Hansen Bsc.).

be applied to PooPac. After heating, the waste
could be mashed, and made into briquettes.
The addition of charcoal dust may not be
needed, as the paper in the PooPac burns
well.

Anaerobic Biogas Reactors are also
commonplace, and in fact bioreactors exist
in many slums around Kisumu (Appendix
A – Observations of Slum life in Kenya). In
the absence of oxygen, bacteria break down
waste, producing combustible methane
gas (Tilley et al., 2008). PooPac will also
decompose in a Biogas Reactor since the
same type of fungi has been used in Biogas
Reactors in Kibera, Nairobi, Kenya (David
Beritault – Technical Consultant for GERES) .

Solid-State Fermentation is an increasingly
well developed method for turning

Un-planted Drying Beds could be used simply
to dry out the PooPac. Once sufficiently
dried the waste could potentially be burnt.
However, since no sterilisation process would
have been conducted, this would need to be
done carefully.

agricultural waste into useful products
(Singhania, Patel, Soccol, & Pandey, 2009).
With further research into the mycelium
species used in the PooPac, it is possible that
a process could be developed that requires
minimal infrastructure to detoxify the faeces.
Choosing the processing method depends
on the local context. Water availability,
soil type, cultural expectations, and
CBSSP organisational goals all play a role.
Comprehensive literature is available on all
the systems mentioned (Tilley et al., 2008).

Solar Treatment and Briquette Production
is a process developed by Mona Mijthab
and Sanivation in Naivasha, Kenya. Faecal
waste is first heated using solar reflectors to
kill pathogens. Then the waste is combined
with charcoal dust to produce combustible
briquettes (Mijthab, 2014). The process could

Figure 7.6: Testing how easily a 1 litre mycelium container can be burnt
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7.7 Reflection:
The PooPac as an instance
of a system design
When developing this system, my professors
and I would often have discussions about
whether I was working on a product or a
system. As a result of these discussions it
became clear that the real innovation in this
project is how a new technological approach
changes the existing container system, and is
therefore a system in and of itself. The product
has multiple phases of use, which can be, and
should be, viewed as a system. The PooPac
changes from a stored form, to an activated
form, to an in toilet form, to a transportation
form, to a composting form. This progression
through different phases can be seen as a
system that can be understood abstractly,
removed from any specific physical product
design. Therefore this thesis is, first and
foremost, a technological system, and is
extended by realising the product design as a
specific instance of the more general system
design.
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“YOU NEVER CHANGE
THINGS BY FIGHTING
THE EXISTING REALITY.
TO CHANGE SOMETHING,
BUILD A NEW MODEL THAT
MAKES THE EXISTING
MODEL OBSOLETE.”
- R. BUCKMINSTER FULLER
(QUINN 1999)
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Figure 8.0: Shaking the hand of the waste collector during training in Kisumu, Kenya
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8 PooPac

Value Proposition
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Lid

8.1 Cost savings made with
PooPac
Cardboard

Tape

Box

80gsm
Craft Paper

For the PooPac product, to be accepted in the market, it must be price competitive. Due to the
complexity of the product and the materials used, it will not be possible to compete directly
with USD 0.05 plastic bags. It is only by assessing the system-wide costs savings ofCardboard
the PooPac
Cover
product-system previously described, that PooPac can be seen to be price competitive.
Mycelium
Lid

Faeces of PooPac
The cost

Based on interviews with various containerbased sanitation service provider (CBSSP)
CEOs, the cost of the plastic bags currently
used is USD 0.05 per unit (Appendix C –
Interviews with CBS Entrepreneurs). Because
of the various cost savings that are detailed
below, a unit cost of USD 0.25 for PooPac
can be argued as competitive. Below follows
a breakdown of the viability of the proposed
budget of USDPooPac
0.25 per unit.
First considering raw material costs. Material
100mm
costs include mycelium-paper discs Closing
as well
as the PooPac itself. For both the inside and
outside of the container, a square metre of
paper is needed, costing USD 0.05 and
USD
250mm
15L
0.06 respectively.
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Water

Mycelium

Sawdust

60gsm
Craft Paper
Labour

Mycelium
That leaves a margin of USD 0.10
per unit
Container
for production, handling, and shipping. The
goal of USD 0.25 is therefore achievable,
but does not leave much of a margin.
Further innovations are needed to achieve
a profitable business such as producing
mycelium-infused paper that simply needs to
be glued into the product.

Discs

20 Discs

80mm

The production of mycelium could be almost
entirely mechanised. However, if done
manually in Kenya the price of mycelium per
cubic metre can be broken down as shown
280mm
on the following page.

61,600mmsq

Stikers &
Printing

200mm

Mycelium
Starch

Figure 8.1a: Breakdown of the costs of producing PooPacs

COST OF THE ENTIRE PRODUCT
Item			
Bulk Cost
Bulk Unit
Unit Required
Unit Cost
Craft Paper 60gsm USD 15.00 1m*300m
1m*1m			
USD 0.05
Craft Paper 80gsm USD 17.50 1m*300m
1m*1m			
USD 0.06
Mycelium		
USD 12.00 1m*1m*1m 2.5 Litres		
USD 0.03
$0.25
- $0.05
Tape			
USD
10.00 0.05m*50m 0.05m*0.025m
USD 0.005
Stickers & Printing			Individual				USD
0.01
- $0.195
Total Material Cost							
USD 0.15.5

COST OF MYCELIUM PRODUCTION
Item				
Unit Cost			
Unit Size
Water				USD 0.50			1m*1m*0.2m
- $0.045
Sawdust			
USD 2.00			
1m*1m*1m
Culture			
USD 2.50			
80 Litres
Starch				USD
3.00			8kg
PooPac
Plastic
Halve Num.
No
Collections
Cleaning
Labour			 BagUSD 4.00			
½ day			
Mycelium Total		
USD 12.00			
1m*1m*1m		

391mmsq
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Tape
Stikers &
Printing
COST OF80gsm
COLLECTION AND PROCESSING
Craft Paper
Cost					
Bulk				

Collection Wages			
USD 4.00 a day (40)		
Collection Fuel			
USD 2.00 a day (40)		
Mycelium
Washing Wages			
USD 4.00 a day (160)		
Washing Consumables		
USD 1.00 a day (160)		
60gsm
Dirty Bag and PPE
Burning		
USD 1.00 a day (160)		
Craft
Paper
Total									

Per Container
USD 0.10
USD 0.05 Water
Sawdust
USD $0.025
USD 0.01
USD 0.01
USD 0.195 Mycelium
Labour
Starch

SUMMARY OF COST SAVINGS WITH POOPAC
Item					
Cost Saving per Container			
Plastic Bag Unit Price			
USD 0.05
PooPac Unit Price			
USD -0.25
Halving Collection Frequency
USD 0.195
No Cleaning				
USD 0.045					
Total Estimated Cost Saving		
USD 0.04					

Reducing number of
collection rounds
Based on the CBSSPs visited, containers
were usually less than 50% full (Appendix
C – Interviews with CBS Entrepreneurs).
Frequent collection isn’t critical anymore
due to PooPac’s effective smell control. This
suggests that, on average, the frequency of
collection could be halved.
A quick estimate of the collection and
processing costs for a single container
have been broken down as shown on the
preceding page. This breakdown gives a total
cost saving, due to reduced collection rounds,
of USD 0.21.

No cleaning of
containers

the total saving per container would be USD
0.045 (0.025+0.01+0.01). This again does not
take into account the return on assets saving,
or the cost of renting land.

Summary of cost
savings

Putting together all the estimates in this
section the second breakdown on the
preceding page, the estimated total saving is
USD 0.04 per container collection. USD 0.04
per container collection is a significant cost
saving, and does not factor in infrastructure
investments or land rent.

tree
strong
hope

As shown in section 2.5, some CBSSPs
have significantly reduced washing by
using biodegradable plastic bags. However,
biodegradable bags are twice as expensive
as non-biodegradable bags, simply replacing
the “No Cleaning” saving with the extra bag
cost.

Collection Tracking Sh

With PooPac, the entire cleaning process is
removed entirely. Based on the estimates for
reducing the number of collection rounds

Tim
Collector ..............

$0.25

- $0.05

Container ID
tree
strong
hope

- $0.195

11 11
Date 11
..../..../......

Time

Condition

25:10

Clean, zero

- $0.045

PooPac
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Plastic
Bag

Halve Num.
Collections

No
Cleaning

Figure 8.1b: Breakdown of the cost savings from using PooPac

Figure 8.1c: Nancy cleaning faeces containers at Sanivation in Naivasha, Kenya
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8.2 Savings made by adopting
the more efficient PooPac
system
PooPac delivers a number of efficiency gains that are difficult to quantify in terms of direct
cost. These efficiency gains add to the attractiveness of the PooPac product more for their
simplification of highly complex container-based sanitation (CBS) systems, more than their
potential cost savings.

Increased distribution
and collection efficiency

Reduced time tracking
containers

Distribution and collection are done together,
because there is no point in visiting each
toilet twice. Furthermore, a service gap is
not possible. Collection takes more space
because of the waste volume. Based on the
CBSSPs visited, containers were usually less
than 50% full (Appendix C – Interviews with
CBS Entrepreneurs). Since PooPac is flexible
this would mean a reduction in the faecal
waste container volume of 50%. Assuming
faecal waste accounts for 50% of the transport
volume, then transport efficiency could be
increased by 25%.

The two CBSSPs visited had two different
methods for tracking the waste generated by
the end user. One had tags with strings that
were attached at each collection and removed
when the containers were emptied. The other
had labelled the containers, and organised
the containers so they went back to the same
users each time. Both methods took a lot of
time to organise the tags and containers; a fair
estimate may be two minutes per container.
If each container gets handled for 15 minutes
across distribution, collection, cleaning, and
organising, those two minutes represent 13%.
If that time were to be reduced to 30 seconds,
it would represent about a 10% time efficiency
gain on container handling.
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Land use efficiency
gains

Summary of efficiency
gains

PooPac has both positive and negative effects
on space efficiency. By removing cleaning, a
large infrastructure area can be removed. It
is estimated that about 10 square metres are
needed for cleaning and drying every 200
containers.

Putting together all the estimates in this
section:

PooPac is about 3 times more space efficient
than a standard container. However, PooPac
needs 4 days to develop. Therefore it could be
estimated that PooPac takes about double (6
days) the space of a plastic container. Staked
2 metres high, 200 PooPacs take up about 1
square metre, taking into account space to
move between pallets.

Factor				
Efficiency
Increased collection efficiency 25%
Reduce time tracking containers 10%
Land use efficiency gains
90%
Since these refer to different factors – time,
space, and length of collection round – it
does not make sense to equate a total. These
estimates do not take into account the further
effects of simplifying the system, for example
reduced HR costs.

Therefore, by adopting PooPac the space
needed per 200 containers is reduced from 10
square metres to 1 square metre, an efficiency
gain of 90%.

Figure 8.2: A heavily laden motorbike-tuktuk doing a collection round at Sanivation in Naivasha, Kenya
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8.3 Customer acceptance
Selling sanitation services is difficult. Users need to understand the system and need to be
convinced that the system works, that it is worth paying for, and that it is worth having. PooPac
helps in this user acceptance in the following ways.

Quiet toilet use

Effective smell control

The sound of faecal matter hitting the bottom
of a bucket is not something users of pit
latrines are accustomed to. This sound is
also socially unacceptable for other people
to hear. The soft base of PooPac means that
little or no sound is heard during defecation,
increasing customer acceptance of CBS.

Smell was a common end user complaint
heard during fieldwork in Kenya. Even
though ash or sawdust was provided, through
incorrect use, there was often a smell.
Furthermore, concern about smell is a key
barrier during sales. When CBSSPs are trying
to grow their businesses, they need a fail-safe
method for controlling smell. With PooPac’s
disc system, smell is consistently controlled.

8.4 Example:
The PooPac system as
applied to Nyalenda, 		
Kisumu, Kenya
The large informal settlement where the
BioBox trails were carried out in August
2015 is called Nyalenda and lies to the east of
Kisumu city. There is an estimate of 60,700
people living in 16,600 households across the
informal settlement of Nyalenda (Maoulidi,
2012). With an in-home CBS system, could
PooPac serve 100% of this population?
Production of 16,600 containers a week
would require 110 roles of paper a week and
about 40 cubic metres of mycelium-sawdust.
These numbers are not impossible to achieve,
but they do require a properly developed
manufacturing plant. A couple of weeks of
buffer in the supply of materials and end
product could be stored at the manufacturing
plant, since the product is so compact.
Delivery from the production facility is the
next challenge. A standard pallet can carry
400 PooPacs. This means that 8 to 9 pallets
need to get to Kisumu a day (5 day week), a
number of pallets that easily fits on a single
truck.
Preparing the PooPac requires 4 days for
the mycelium to develop. To ensure smooth
supply, storage would have to be maintained
in Kisumu for six days (that is, 36 pallets).
With a three level storage system, this would
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Figure 8.3: Visiting a users house during PooPac trialing to replace a full PooPac

take about 20 square metres of roofed, but
not walled, storage space.
Distribution and collection throughout
Nyalenda is achievable by handcart as the
slum is 4km long and 1km wide. Assuming
it takes on average 10 minutes for a trained
waste collector to reach a toilet and exchange
the containers, a waste collector could cover
40 houses a day, a number of PooPacs which
would conveniently fit into a single cart.
Working 5 full days a week, 83 waste collectors
would be needed to serve the slum.
Processing of the waste depends very
much on the method employed. In Kisumu
composting, bioreaction, sun drying, and
burning could be employed. Composting,
with 3 metre high piles, would need about
2000m2 or half an acre. Bioreaction would
produce a phenomenal 12,450m3 of biogas
per week (0.05 m3/kg x 15kg x 16,600 houses
or five olympic swimming pools) that
would have to be burnt as it was produced,
because gas storage of this scale is difficult
(Tilley et. al, 2014). Drying requires a similar
land area to that used for composting, after
which it needs to be burnt quickly to keep
down storage costs. To dispose of the waste
without resource recovery, the existing waste
treatment plant in Kisumu could be used.
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8.5 Reflection
Design in business
While doing this masters I have had to run
the project entirely by myself, organising,
negotiating, and selling the project to a
variety of different stakeholders. If this
project continues further it would mean that
I, a designer, would be partaking in more
and more commercial activities. This is in
line with a wider trend whereby designers
become increasingly central to business
decision making, at the boardroom level. This
brings me to an experience I had in Kenya.
On Wednesday mornings, my collaboration
partner Katie Whitehouse and I would
sit together along with local staff and go
through all the problems being faced by the
organisation in great detail. We would often
end up brainstorming ways to solve specific
problems such as securing bins so they don’t
get stolen. As a designer and a creative thinker,
my natural tendency was to come up with a
wide range of ideas very quickly. I would then
share the ideas that I had generated straight
away. Katie would say something along the
lines of “no, no, NO, definitely not, wait,
that is interesting, explain that idea”. Then I
would explain the thinking behind the idea.
Katie would say what she likes, and I would
suggest a few more ideas in that way. Doing
this, together we could quickly come up with
viable solutions (Appendix C – Interviews
with CBS Entrepreneurs). This is exactly the
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process Kolko describes as Design Synthesis,
albeit at a smaller scale, and is the key to the
designer’s unique contribution to business
development (Kolko, 2011).

“SYNTHESIS IS AN INTELLECTUAL
APPROACH TO CREATIVITY, AND IT
CAN OFFER A RATIONALIZATION
FOR REPEATED BUSINESS SUCCESS
AND A SET OF TOOLS FOR MOVING
FROM RESEARCH TO SPECIFIC
AND ACTIONABLE DESIGN IDEAS”
(KOLKO 2011).
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Figure 9.0: The family of Sophia Otieno (standing on the far right) during interviews in Railways, Kisumu, Kenya
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9 Conclusion
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9.1 Summary of the master’s
project
During this thesis I identified and
characterised a pressing, complex, realworld problem. I actively explored the
context by travelling to Kenya and managed
to trial possible solutions. This data was
then analysed to identify key design criteria.

The key design criteria were used to explore
materials and forms, resulting in a prototype.
The prototype was then taken to Kenya,
tested and key assumptions validated. From
this testing, a final design was developed.

9.2 The fulfilling of the project
brief
During the course of this thesis a problem was
identified and a solution to that problem was
developed. Although the final design has not
been tested in the field, a late-stage prototype
which embodied most key assumptions has.
The key design criteria identified were the
smell control, operational efficiency, and
the safety and dignity of using containers
to collect human faeces in the home and
transporting them to a processing site. The
discovery that mycelium effectively controls
smell solved the smell problem. The use
of flexible bags that fit the size of the waste
and easy tracking increased operational
efficiency. The fact that the bag is sealed
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when full and directly composted, never to
be opened again, delivers safety and dignity.
Therefore the successful fulfilment of the key
design criteria has been achieved.
The system integration and business
rationale have also been developed. The
effect of the PooPac technology on each
step of the container-based sanitation (CBS)
value chain has been analysed rigorously.
It has been shown that increased efficiency
and performance deliver a system wide net
positive improvement. I also investigated the
effect on, and built a strong argument for,
system wide costs savings with PooPac.

Figure 9.1: Discussing the trial and how well the PooPac worked with Sophia and Lilian Otieno in Kisumu, Kenya
Figure 9.2: Sarah practicing using a BioBox during user trials in Kisumu, Kenya
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9.3 Reflection
Why the project brief was
fulfilled
Why has this project met its brief? I believe
it did so because the research process forced
me out of design’s classic silver silo, and
forced a complex marriage between design,
ethnography, science, and business.

project the business case for PooPac has
been continually developed, in parallel to the
product development. Therefore, I was always
able to keep the product development in line
with the end goal of building a business.

The foundation of the project’s success was
my first immersive experience of life in
Kenya. I actively cultivated a child-like openmindedness to understand the intricacies
of the Kenyan culture, which resulted in a
deep empathy (Kolko, 2012). This experience
grounded my project solidly in the local
reality that it was aiming to serve.
When exploring the material technologies
and geometric possibles for the PooPac,
I used a dynamic experimental, almost
scientific, approach. This approach forced
me get to know a number of areas: packaging,
mycology, and biodegradable plastics. By
working as both an applied scientist and
a professional designer, my project was
able to realise some really innovative new
technology.
My project won its first place in a startup
incubation program (Social Impact Award)
in May 2015, before Kenya had even been
visited. This has meant that throughout the
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Figure 9.3a: Arriving to set up for the BioBox trail with Sarah in Kisumu, Kenya
Figure 9.3b: Preparing the first mycelium-jute experiment to test whether mycelium will grow on jute in Zurich
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9.4 Reflection Conclusion
What this means for
design practice
This thesis is a clear example of how design
can contribute to the development of
innovative solutions for bottom-of-thepyramid (BoP) markets.
This thesis makes a case for NGOs
and businesses working in the field of
International Development to include
designers in interdisciplinary teams.
Designers can contribute a unique set of
professional skills and a trained eye for
developing innovations that will be accepted
culturally. Designers are enablers that bring
together different disciplines, with a humancentred glue, to create new, relevant, and
practical solution.

development. Include designers in every
stage of your development projects. Leverage
our unique skills, our unique perspectives,
and our unique ways of working with people.
Let us solve the most exciting and difficult
global challenges of the 21st century together.

This thesis also makes a case for designers to
leave their silver silos. Really to contribute to
our society, design must move beyond style
& fashion, beyond form-giving, and into the
interdisciplinary, networked reality of the
21st century. It is the most challenging and
exciting aspect of design, that with every
project new fields, technologies, peoples, and
worlds have to be explored and understood.
I would like to end this thesis with a call. A call
to innovation leaders, be they in businesses,
academia, government, or international
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Figure 9.4a:Exchanging containers filled with mycelium-jute discs while trialing the PooPac in Kisumu, Kenya
Figure 9.4b: Pitching the project to win the Social Impact Start incubation program at the Impact Hub Zurich
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Figure 10.0: Getting a lift from my reliable motorbike taxi drive, Josh
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10 Outlook
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10.1 Further research required
to bring PooPac to
market

10.2 Potential in the sanitation
industry

A number of areas were not fully explored due
to the limited scope of the thesis. These areas
contain factors essential for this research to
be translated into a competitive solution.

This project has focused on container-based
sanitation in the informal urban context, but
the technology could be adopted in other
contexts in the future. Simply moving into
the rural context while staying in East Africa,
to services such as the one being piloted by
Msabi, would require some reworking as the
collection cycle lasts a month (Msabi, 2015).

It was shown that urine kills the mycelium
used to control the smell of faeces. To deliver
PooPac to market, this effect needs to be
quantified to find the maximum urine a
PooPac can contain and still effectively
control the smell. This is important for
understanding the limits of the product
and reassuring potential customers that the
product will still work with imperfect urine
diversion.
Mycelium species were not explored,
beyond a few similar strains. There is
significant potential in finding, testing,
and developing mushroom species for the
PooPac. Perhaps mushroom species that
have less of a mushroom smell could be
found. Or mushroom species that better
control the faecal smell could be developed.
Also, there are mycelia that consume faecal
waste (Coprophilous Fungi), which could
perhaps be included in the product, so that
composting could begin in the toilet itself.
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Other areas that need work are the methods
of delivering and activating PooPac. Further
research is needed to force the grown
mycelium into its dormant state (Sclerotia),
to understand what protection the mycelium
needs when dormant, and how best to
activated the mycelium back to a growth
state. Perhaps reactivation could be so quick
that the mushroom could be reactivated,
by simply throwing a cup of water into the
PooPac after it is placed inside the toilet.
Finally, the fully developed PooPac needs
to be piloted rigorously. During this thesis
only small design-driven testing was done
(2 families for 1 week) and only on an early
prototype. A large pilot is essential for
building confidence in the product, along
with the supply chain and processing
method. If successful, a pilot can lead directly
to that first sale: an initial supply contract
with the CBSSP pilot partner.

Refugee camps are hastily constructed in a
crisis and then have to perform for years or
even tens of years. Sanitation solutions are
often either expensive or unsafe. PooPac
could be an attractive middle ground.

The work required to manage waste could
become an occupation for refugees otherwise
not allowed to work, while a circular system
could make better use of scarce resources.
Finally, disasters and large festival events
need quickly deployable sanitation. With
containers that hold waste for a few weeks
easily, and will even bind together in the short
term, large scale solutions could be developed
out of this technology.

10.3 Mycelium as the future
The world is changing from chemical and
static systems to biological and dynamic
systems. PooPac and its mycology technology
is part of this shift. Only 69,000 of the
estimated 1.5 billion species of fungus have
been studied (Hawksworth, 1991). Current
uses of fungi range across: food processing,
waste management, energy production,
packaging, and medicine. This project has

shown the potential of fungi when applied
to a very specific waste problem. There is
a massive untapped potential in the use of
fungi in waste management. Fungi can play a
key role in tackling the waste and other social
challenges of the 21st century in an innovative
and sustainable manner. All we need to do is
explore!
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11 Glossary of Terms
BadBox was the initial name for the project
and product. It was used when
winning the Social Impact Award
and Social Impact Start programs.
BioBox was the name for the product
used while in Kenya. This is
because BadBox was not an
appropriate name in the context.
BoP refers to “the Bottom of the Pyramid”,
meaning the poorest people on
earth, about 3 billion people living
on less than USD $2.50 a day
CBS is an acronym unique to this
document that means ContainerBased Sanitation, a system for
collecting human waste using
buckets, cans or similar objects.
CBSSP is an acronym unique to this
document that means ContainerBased Sanitation Service Provider,
referring to the organizations
that operate Container-Based
Sanitation systems.
Container refers to any object used to
carry things, in this case usually
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in reference to faeces and urine.
Common containers are buckets
with lids, plastic bags, jerry cans,
and sealable plastic drums.
Ecosan is short for Ecological Sanitation and
refers to the practice of processing
human faeces and urine for beneficial
use. Urine can be used as fertiliser
and faeces can be composted
or used to produce biogas.
Informal Settlements or Slums are areas of
dense housing, usually near major
cities. The buildings are mostly
simple wood, earth, and corrugated
iron structures, built illegally on
government or private land.
MoSan is a urine-diversion-dry-toilet
(UDDT) developed by Mona
Mijthab. MoSan is also refers to the
organisation that is bringing the
MoSan toilet product to market.
Mycelium is the underground part of
a fungus that collects nutrients.
It is made up of a massive white
mesh of thin hyphae threads.

Pallets are a standardised, usually wooden,
flat square surface with space
underneath to be carried by a forklift
or pallet jack. It has a surface area of
1000 × 1200 according to the European
ISO Standard 6780 standard.
Pallets provide a sturdy surface on
which to transport goods safely.
Pit Latrine is an informal type of sanitation
facility. It consists of an unlined hole
in the ground with some boards over
it to stand on and a small (usually
iron) structure to give privacy.
PooPac is the product that was developed
during the course of this thesis. It is a
bioactive container for human faeces
made from paper and mycelium.
Slum, see under the entry
Informal Settlements
UDDT is an acronym for Urine Diversion
Dry Toilet. This type of toilet has
separate chambers for urine and
faeces, with an interface for the user
to keep the substances separate
during use. Instead of flushing, as
with a UDT or Urine Diversion Toilet,

urine smell is controlled via a valve,
and faeces via a lid or cover material.
Urban Poor refers to people with little
money or resources living in built
up areas. Often these people live in
Informal Settlements or Slums.
Vectors are ways in which disease can
spread. In this thesis vectors can
be taken to mean flies that spread
disease from untreated faeces.
Disc is used to refer to a round piece of
mycelium infused paper, used
to cover faeces when using a
UDDT and stop the smell.
WSUP, or the business innovation section
WSUP Enterprises, is a UK based
NGO called Water and Sanitation
for the Urban Poor. WSUP works
in a large number of countries
addressing the need for clean water
and safe toilets in towns and cities.
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12 Table of Figures
Figure 2.0: Open drains in Kibera, Nairobi,
Kenya
Figure 2.1a: Pit latrine structure in Manyatta,
Kisumu, Kenya
Figure 2.1b: Full pit latrine hole, Railways,
Kisumu, Kenya
Figure 2.2: Infographic courtesy of WSUP
Enterprises (Jankowiak et. al. 2014)
Figure 2.3: Explaining how to use the MoSan
toilet to a trial participant in Kisumu,
Kenya
Figure 2.4a: Pit latrine structure in Mbunga,
Kisumu, Kenya
Figure 2.4b: Inside of a home in Neyalenda,
Kisumu, Kenya

Figure 2.5c: Existing container-based
sanitation system for in-home toilets
with bags that are collected in a local
collection point, as implemented by
WSUP.
Figure 2.5d: Existing container-based
sanitation system for in-home toilets
with a waste transfer station, as
implemented by Sanergy.
Figure 2.6a: Current containers in use. From
top right clockwise: Clean Team,
Soil, WSUP Enterprises, X-Runner,
Sanivation, Sanergy, LooWatt
Figure 2.7b: Three columns of images
showing how to operate the three
BadBox/BioBox prototypes tested in
Kenya

Figure 2.5a: The existing container-based
sanitation system for in-home toilets
with a minimal amount of distributed
infrastructure, as implemented by
Sanivation

Figure 2.7a: Bins for discarding full BioBoxes,
guarded against theft

Figure 2.5b: Existing container-based
sanitation system for in-home toilets
with a local collection point, as
implemented by X-Runner.

Figure 2.7c: Sarah practicing assembling a
BioBox prototype
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Figure 2.7b: Sarah examining a BioBox
prototype

Figure 2.7d: Sarah decorating the MoSan
toilet she will use in the trial

Figure 2.8: Detailed analysis of product
specifications
Figure 3.0: Working with mycelium in my
kitchen in Zurich, Switzerland
Figure 3.1: Matrix of material research areas
Figure 3.2: Mechanical smell controlling
toilet system developed by
LooWatt (LooWatt, 2015)
Figure 3.3: Experimenting with PooPowder,
a chemical agent for controlling smell
used by the US army
Figure 3.4: Experimenting with Plaster of
Paris as a way to encase faeces
Figure 3.5a: First experiment using
mycelium to encase faeces
Figure 3.5b: A one litre pure mycelium &
sawdust container used for smell
testing
Figure 3.6: Guide to growing designs out
of mycelium by Ecovative Design
Ltd (Ecovative Design 2015).
Figure 3.8: Test setup for smell testing at Toni
Area. The faeces is contained in a
mycelium container which is hidden
in a box

Figure 4.0: Denish, my translator,
interviewing a resident in Railways,
Kisumu, Kenya
Figure 4.1a: Denish interviewing a group of
men in Railway, Kisumu, Kenya
Figure 4.1b: Discussing how the toilet is
working with a trial participant
Figure 4.2: My colleague, Susan, explaining
to a trial participant how to use
mycelium-jute discs
Figure 4.3: An open MoSan toilet containing
a ready PooPac, with sanitary waste
and disc containers
Figure 4.4a: Worms eating the mushroom
growing on Jute in Kisumu, Kenya
Figure 4.4b: Experiments to see if mycelium
will grow outside in Kisumu, Kenya
Figure 4.4c: My waste collector exchanging
the PooPac during user trials in
Kisumu, Kenya
Figure 4.5a: Mycelium grown on paper in
Kisumu, Kenya
Figure 4.5b: Mycelium grown on paper in
Kisumu, Kenya
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Figure 5.0: Making an early prototype of the
BioBox at the ZHdK workshop in Toni
Areal
Figure 5.3a: Rapid prototypes of a stringbased closing mechanism for a paper
bag when open

Figure 6.4: Plane diagram of the dimensions
of PooPac

Figure 7.5b: PooPac container-based
sanitation system for in-home toilets

Figure 6.5a: The container tracking system
works

Figure 7.6: Testing how easily a 1 litre
mycelium container can be burnt

Figure 6.5b: The white inside of the PooPac,
can be easily seen if the PooPac is torn

Figure 8.0: Shaking the hand of the waste
collector during training in Kisumu,
Kenya

Figure 5.3b: Rapid prototypes of a stringbased closing mechanism for a paper
bag when closed

Figure 7.0: How the PooPac is used in a
container-based sanitation system

Figure 5.3c: Simple aesthetic rapid prototype
of a string-closed paper bag

Figure 7.1: Testing how the PooPac could be
transported using locally available
transportation methods

Figure 5.3d: Advanced aesthetic rapid
prototype of a string-closed paper bag
Figure 5.4: Rapid prototypes of closing
mechanism
Figure 6.0: The PooPac product design at the
time this thesis went to print
Figure 6.2: Images illustrating the stylistic
values of the PooPac in Switzerland
and Kenya
Figure 6.3a: PooPac logo
Figure 6.3b: PooPac logo as printed on the
product
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Figure 8.1a: Breakdown of the costs of
producing PooPacs
Figure 8.1b: Breakdown of the cost savings
from using PooPac

Figure 7.2: A mycelium-infused papermaking experiment

Figure 8.1c: Nancy cleaning faeces containers
at Sanivation in Naivasha, Kenya

Figure 7.3: The existing container-based
sanitation system for in-home toilets
with a minimal amount of distributed
infrastructure, as implemented by
Sanivation

Figure 8.2: A heavily laden motorbike-tuktuk
doing a collection round at Sanivation
in Naivasha, Kenya

Figure 7.4: PooPac container-based
sanitation system for in-home toilets
Figure 7.5a: The existing container-based
sanitation system for in-home toilets
with a minimal amount of distributed
infrastructure, as implemented by
Sanivation

Figure 8.3: Visiting a users house during
PooPac trialing to replace a full
PooPac

Figure 9.1: Discussing the trial and how well
the PooPac worked with Sophia and
Lilian Otieno in Kisumu, Kenya
Figure 9.2: Sarah practicing using a BioBox
during user trials in Kisumu, Kenya
Figure 9.3a: Arriving to set up for the BioBox
trail with Sarah in Kisumu, Kenya
Figure 9.3b: Preparing the first myceliumjute experiment to test whether
mycelium will grow on jute in Zurich
Figure 9.4a:Exchanging containers filled with
mycelium-jute discs while trialing the
PooPac in Kisumu, Kenya
Figure 9.4b: Pitching the project to win
the Social Impact Start incubation
program at the Impact Hub Zurich
Figure 10.0: Getting a lift from my reliable
motorbike taxi drive, Josh

Figure 9.0: The family of Sophia Otieno
(standing on the far right) during
interviews in Railways, Kisumu,
Kenya
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14 Appendices
14.1
			

Appendix A
Observations of Slum life in Kenya
15/07/2015 Kibera Tour
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14.1 Appendix A – Observations of Slum life in Kenya
This appendix contains the daily notes that I took while in Kenya. The focus is on how people live in informal
settlements in Kenya. These notes are my personal observations and reflections of what I experienced.

15/07/2015 Kibera Tour

15/07/2015 First Meeting with Katie

Visited a school
It was really awkward disturbing the classes, martin good at it
Rickety dark small rooms with old desks and blackboards
They cook lunch for the kids
Students stay put and teachers move around the school
Some parents pay, some get paid through sponsorships
Community Centre
Waste water is flowing down in the street
Three stone blocks used for a fire
Drunk youths thrown out physically
Woman’s Workshop
HIV positive women, known as “Positive”
They wanted to do something meeting for medicine pickup
They pooled money but that didn’t help them
Decided to start making jewellery together
One person cooks each day for the group
All work there each day chat together
Help raise awareness in the community about HIV
Child care next door improves income and community relations
Biogas Toilet
Faeces and urine are collected below the toilet
Gas is used to heat water for showers
On one side women on the other side men
Toilets are built throughout Kibera by the government but not
connected
Lunch at the Community
Rice is cooked in a big pot
The pot covered in damp earth before cooking
The concoction is the scraped off after cooking
They wash up in a big bowel
Buildings are clad in nylon tarpaulin, strung over a wooden structure
Community Meeting on Waste
Sat on logs and ate porridge
80% of people there were women
Smoke from a rubbish heap made everyone uncomfortable
Martin pushes for forming an association, seams a little forward
It is difficult to generate ideas as people don’t think creatively
Bone Carvers
Merchants screw over handwork producers with buying power
Beautiful dark colouration of the bone itself
They use simple hand tooling and lathes to mass produce items
Made some dainty chop sticks that were beautiful
Mostly they just make trinkets that aren’t worth much
Life Skills Workshops
About 250 people in the school hall
Difficult to hear the teacher
She was very arrogant, read from a book, didn’t treat people well

Funded from Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
Funded to find new markets for toilet solutions from Reinvent the
Toilet
Allowed to continue just looking at developing market solution…
Into doing things as local as possible

16/07/2015 Matatu to Giraffe Park
Woman of all ages are on the bus
Matatus are pimped out and some have blaring music, definite brands
Wait for a bus is not more than 10 minutes
There is an art to choosing your matatu – seat vs wait time
Cottage furniture industry, all handmade, one guy employed to wipe
dust
Very very very bumpy road
Taps coin on metal to signal matatu to stop
Conductor gets the business and holds the money between his fingers
Very cheap, 50 or less per ½ hour
Nairobi quickly become peri-urban, but always lots of people around
Matatus are too small for me, head bumping always a risk
Saw an overturned bus, lots of minor injuries
Lots of big water trucks with “Fresh Water” painted on them
All painting is done by hand, everywhere

15/07/2015 2nd Kibera Tour Youth
Group
Enterprises support each other, e.g. sell fish for chicken feed
Tanks for aquaculture
Donated from ministry for the economy
6 month breeding cycle
Feed minnows, small fish available locally
Sell the fish produced locally
50% return on investment per cycle
Urban Gardening
Plant pot with stones in the middle for water without damaging the
plant due to the weight of the water
Chicken coups
Wooden, rather rickety arrangements for the chicks
The chickens are fed on food waste from nearby hotels
Water distribution service
Nairobi water supplies water to a tap on their site
Pump water into a tank as water supply is sporadic
Fill jerry cans from the water tank
Use large carts to transport water to customers in Kibera

15/07/2015 2nd Kibera Tour Walking
Through Kibera
Wasteland at the start, this is parking for the French embassy nearby
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Waterways are stagnant and black with filth
Rubbish is piled along the alleyways
Houses are really clean
Lots of small shops and businesses,
Lively vibrant feeling, opposite to sullen malls
Hairdressers, bars, MPESA kiosks, metal workers, cooked corn, deep
fried bread, hardware stores, knife sharpening, cloths stores,
electronics stores
Houses are made out of corrugated iron
One of the main streets is the (in use) railway line
Going to be upgraded, displacing many homes
Lots of rubbish in many areas
Talked for a long time to a bone carver
He wants to get out of Kibera
Wants to make more money
He teaches people bone carving
Cost KSH 100, sell for 200 or 250 to dealers
Love the vibrant community atmosphere in Kibera

01/08/2015 Kisumu Agricultural Fair
Kisumu Sugar Manufacturers: Sony Sugar, Chemelil Sugar Company,
Muharoni Sugar
Agricultural Show Kisumu
Abbreviated to ASK
Booths to take a picture for a small fee
Organisations with plots
Government Departments
Sugar Companies
Agricultural Engineering and Tech
Universities
Advocacy Groups
Banks
Lots of venders
Memerable plots
Kisumu roads master plan
Suger cane producers
Port authority with a tank with divers
Fun park with rotating swings, scary
Muharoni Sugar is producing briquettes from Bagasse
Did not have details on production and calories
Nearly got pic-pocketed with two people bumping for both sides
Making a self explanatory show that doesn’t have much showmanship
and actually communicates something is difficult
Sugar cane juicer crushes sugar to make a sweet liquid drink
Overall not very innovative, mostly big business or institutions trying
to rope in the everyday man
Talking to Matatu driver
Gets a cut of the days pay, 2,500 – 4,000
Doesn’t like busy days as people are not nice and don’t talk much
Owns the Matatu himself

02/08/2015 - Kisumu
Went biking with the Kisumu expats out to massive sugar cane plot
Huge mountains of Bagasse next to factory, don’t know if they are just
storing it or if it has a value
Cane that has fallen of lories or whatever is collected and used

12/08/2015 Visit to Mary Playing with
Kids
We arrived in Nyalanda before Mary got home so we had to wait
A group of kids of course gathered round to see the Mazugu

We started playing simple one handed frizbee while we talked
They were of school age, and could speak passable english
They were into football and questioned me about players where I
failed
I got them playing a bit of ultimate frizbee, which quickly attracted
many more kids to join in the fun, many of them younger
When I got tired of running in the sun I hunkered down in the shade
With 20 little faces staring at me, asking there names didn’t get far
So I drew a bunch of lines in the sand and started playing Os and Xs
When that tired I tried sides together, but it was a bit difficult for many
They then showed me a game where you stand in a circle with palms
out facing up. Then you go around the circle reciting a rhyme and
clapping your hand against the neighbour. This which ends in
ABCD123 and on 3 the person receiving the clap should dodge out
of the way. If he manages the clapper is out, if not the dodger is out,
then another round till a winner is found.
Surprising that I could play with and get along with kids!

12/08/2015 Visit to Mary – Finishing
Off
We did the interview outside which seemed to be good and go well
She was surprised that I didn’t have any questions
Sitting inside we talked about her problem with the neighbour
The other night she had gone to empty the toilet into the pit latrine
as usual. A neighbour was there, he was about to go for a shower.
She emptied the container and he became abusive, accusing her of
fowling the latrine. She was scared as it was dark and he was drunk
and went home. The kids went out to check the state of the latrine,
and it was fine. The man continued to shout that she was going
to the toilet in a bucket and he then had a loud discussion with a
piki driver, also a neighbour about the affair. She has since avoided
him, not that they were on speaking terms before. She is concerned
about what the neighbours think of her and being falsely accused
of fowling the pit latrine.
She was very proud and happy to receive a large photograph of her
framed, her smile was stuck uncontrollably across her face until we
left

13/08/2015 Driving Around Industrial
Areas
There is not much big industry in Kisumu
Mostly there are warehouses for importation and distribution
companies
Or they are packaging and logistics centres for big companies
Some noteworthy plants are:
The massive sugar refinery of Kobis Sugar
The Mombbassa Milling Company
Coca Cola
The one with the big silos
There are two main industrial areas, one now the road on the right
just after crossing the railway on the Airport road. The second is
between the lake and the airport on the south side, the road is very
bad.
By the airport there is the end to the Mombasa Kisumu oil pipeline.
Hundreds of oil tankers line up to fill with oil and be transported to
landlocked east African countries. The road is extremely bad due to
all the heavy goods traffic. Further down the land is being mined
informally as it is very sandy, leaving little earthen outcrops for lone
tress and the road.
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12/08/2015 Visiting Martin at Kisumu
Public Hospital
New patients get tested for HIV if their status is unknown or they have
not been tested in a while. HIV treatment is free in Kenya. The
rate of HIV is 4.9% down from 14%!!! People now accept that it is
something you have to live with and stigma is reducing. People
are encouraged to get tested with their partners if possible. After
getting results, patients go for counselling to learn about life with
HIV and deal with any immediate issues that might come up. Like
most hospitals this one involves a lot of sitting around and waiting.
Bungalow buildings are widely spaced with covered corridors
between.

14/08/2015 Cleaning
Round in Manyata
The main waste collector didn’t show, so they took an hour to find
another
One plot had only one big bag of poo in the wrong bin
I stayed with the cart and soon had acquired the standard crowed
of 20 odd kids starting at me. Hand shaking didn’t go down well,
nor did name asking. So I did clapping with counting and clapping
with rhythms.

14/08/2015 Shooting
When we came back from Elsa’s, Laura and I took a random Tuk Tuk.
We got off opposite the Lutheran centre. There was a piki guy with
about 8 live but quiet chickens tied by the feet hanging from his
handlebars, they didn’t look to happy. We crossed the Nairobi road
and Laura started talking to a couple of women sitting under a tree
on the corner. A minute later there were three loud bangs, a few
seconds later about 5 guys went running a bit down the street from
the intersection of Nairobi and Ring roads. A man on our side of the
street ran and ducked behind a big metal pole, he had a handgun
in his hand. Laura and I headed down toward the Lutheran centre
and into the open air cafe on the road side of the fence. Then guys
that had fled started heading back and slowly more and more
people went over to have a look until a massive crowed had formed.
Eventually the information came back that a innocent passer-by

had been accidentally shot by undercover policemen as they tried,
and failed, to get a “gangster”. We went back to the office and I
made my excuses went to The Vic for a massive lunch to deal with
the experience. The freaky thing is that just 2 minutes before the
shooting, we were right there driving in a Tuk Tuk past where it
happened.

14/08/2015 Visit to Mary
She had assembled BioBox 2, one of the handles had broken
We placed the large and small bins by the toilet in the kids room next
to toilet
The tape on the MoSan was still how we had originally coloured it
Mary had gone to empty the BioBox 1 and found that the bins had
gone
Upon inspection the bin handles had been cut so only the wooden
frame and the chain and padlock remained
We borrowed a hammer from a neighbour and dismantled the
structure
We recovered the chain, padlock, nails and two pieces of wood
As Mary had not yet exchanged the BioBox we didn’t interview her

17/08/2015 Discussing Toilet
Findings and Ways Forward
They are emptying the urine every day and have to clean and dry the
bucket
The back of the EcoSan toilets have been opened and the buckets
disturbed
Waste collectors will not turn up if they get a better gig for the day
Sometimes they turn up drunk or stoned at the early hour of 8am
Sawdust in the EcoSan encourages maggots and flies
In-Home toilets don’t smell if emptied daily
I asked the question why not an outside toilet per home?
CleanTeam in Ghana use the old outhouses used when the bucket
system was in place which are now free because buckets not
allowed
When you go for construction deal with landlord engagement
Constructing an outside shelter is a big issue of cost and ownership
Might be an interesting test to see how much it costs though
Keen to test if painted bins are stolen from Mary’s plot?

14.2 Appendix B – BioBox Trials
This appendix details the first product trials that were conducted in Kisumu, Kenya in August 2015. They
contain operational notes as well as observations, findings and analysis.

Mind Dump
Need to take more pictures
Liked the MoSan more than clean team because urine inside
BioBox 1 did not know when to stop pulling the top
BioBox 2 is horribly complicated to assemble, dead end?
Lots and lots of kids around when it is school holidays
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Aligning the smaller BioBox designs to the hole is difficult
Reluctance to put hand into poo hole to align the BioBox
Willing to test the BioBoxes, amazing
Likes bag/box system better than having to clean out the bucket
Neighbours are requesting a container toilet for personal use - Albert

Installing the Bins
Compound full of people, kids and neighbours of Mary
Checked Mary was fine with us blocking the alleyway with our bins
Dug a hole for the pole, earth was soft with stones, easy with pick axe
There was rubbish all the way down and probably a lot of poo
Dug a hole about 1 foot deep, added the pole and nailed in the
crossbeam
Had to level the ground for the bins to sit nicely, and padlocked in
place
Cleared all the tools into the hut as kids were playing with as soon as
they could
Mary liked to fold the bag over the side of the box where possible.

MoSan Training
Presented the MoSan, liked urine being contained within the toilet
itself
Explained the sawdust and cleaning and everything

BioBox Training
Started with the BioBox 1, a design which was easy for her to open
Had forgot to make the cord you pull available, made it hastily available
Kept pulling the cord until she was told to stop…
Then wasn’t initially sure what to do with it
Put it in the MoSan, but it was placed in the MoSan the wrong way
around
Difficult problem to explain so I jumped in and sorted it out
Closing and removing was straightforward
To demonstrate BioBox 2, again string and cord was very easy to
remove
Wasn’t sure what to take out, how much to take out
Putting the disc in was difficult, and didn’t go correctly
First time it was at too high an angle and just fell all the way through
Second time it was not aligned to the cutouts so it did not work
Third time it just about worked, with a lot of help from me
Putting the top on again, it didn’t go far enough down, the ledges at
the top are not needed evidently as they stop the top going in easily
BioBox 3 was again easy to get the string off
She found the design similar to a paper bag which made her smile
with recognition
She did not see that it was assembled so quickly and tried continuing
the assembly
The aligning into the MoSan was again difficult as the box fit tight and
no guides
Closing it was difficult, as the flaps on the side of the handle tab
confused her
The lip in the middle made it difficult as it went underneath, blocking
the closing
It took three goes before Mary was confident closing BioBox 3

Finishing Off

Future Installation and
Training Questions
Was the drawn guide useful or not
How would it be different with a different user
What other existing designs can be used as analogies for the design

BioBox Trial Wrap Up
Interview Questions
Mary used BioBox 1 and BioBox 2, she assembled BioBox 3, didn’t use
The BioBox fits the toilet better as it is smaller in size, smaller, less
smell
Because of the smell Mary moved the whole toilet outside
Carried the whole MoSan outside to waste bin/bag area
Did not want to interfere with the neighbours
The children like the box
A small box means it doesn’t smell as much not daily emptying
The plastic bag was taken out of the plastic bin and put outside
When outside it no longer smelt too bad, ventilation
BioBox 1
Top was torn, difficult to close
Almost full after two days?
When it was full it was heavy, the handle was not strong enough
Had to hold the box by the sides of due to size
No problem fitting the toilet to the box (tight fitting)
BioBox was easier than using and washing the bucket
BioBox 2
This one was torn before use as the kids got hold of it and played with
it
Mary liked the BioBox 2 more than the first
It is a lot easier to close than the second one
Again the handles did not hold and had to handle whole Box
Setup worked just fine
3rd BioBox
No problem setting the thing up
Mary didn’t need the instruction sheet, just remembered how to
assemble the box for use from the demonstration we gave
The box looks like a sink, which she thinks is cool
Mary thinks sawdust isn’t a good solution, needs a better chemical
White is a good colour, no need to change this
Handles are good, just need to be strong
Two handles are preferable to one
BioBox can work with further development

Key Learnings from Wrap Up
BioBox must meet the smell challenge
Small is good, if it matches use till smelly, smell not size is limit to use
Handles are seen as valuable but didn’t work on the prototype
Ease of closing is more critical than ease of assembly, shit inside
There is obvious merit over a bucket, is there merit over a bag
Prepare better with translator, then let them conduct the interview

She was keen to put some colour on the MoSan
She did it rather hastily, I am not sure if there was much choice in style
She chose to add red, of course asked to keep the tape
She just followed my initial designs, and did not extend or do different
things
The kids wanted some yellow so she added the yellow
I asked the kids to join in but they just passed the tape to their mother
It was all rather rushed, interested to see what its like on collection,
added value
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14.3 Appendix C – Interviews with CBS Entrepreneurs
In order to understand the problems faced by CBS entrepreneurs when providing the CBS services, a number
of in-depth interviews were conducted, along with a lot of observation. It should be noted that CBS services, as
described here, are still under development. The CBS services are undergoing continuous imporvement by the
CBS entrepreneurs and through new developments such as PooPac.

18/07/2015 Meeting with
Mike from Sanergy
Urine kills biogas production, need to do urine diversion
Volumes need to be high to make things sustainable, 100K users or so
Grey is clean
Users don’t want people to know there is a toilet in the home
Users don’t want their toilet to stand out and look flashy
White gets dirty faster, grey and smooth is best
BadBox cannot beat a container on direct cost
Need to be better when considering the wider system
Development costs like tooling can be found, no one will fund
operations
Manufacturing Leads
Favourite process is rotational moulding
Well developed
5-500 units don’t have a cost per unit difference
Injection moulding and thermoforming possible
Tetrapac set up their own operations so that they can guarantee
quality
There is not much competition
A couple of manufacturers are experienced and reliable
They charge a premium because they are good
You pay extra, but in the end it is cheaper

27/08/2015 General Observations
Waste Collection with Sanivation
At this time they are transporting was on a motorcycle with a cage on
the back
Bike setup does not look ergonomic or comfortable for driver
When I visited in February 2016 they had upgraded to a large tuktuk
Containers often catch when removed from the toilet
Some users put a cover to hide the toilet
The customers I visited had 1/4 acre homesteads, in a peri-urban
neighbourhood
Some users would only use the ash when the toilet started to smell, at
which point the ash is ineffective at controlling smell, so the users
would stop using the toilet until collection
Some older buckets have lost their handles, making carrying difficult

27/08/2015
Sanivation’s
Collection Process
Take bucket out of cage on the bike
Take toilet roll and spray out of the metal holder
Walk onto the property and greet the residents
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Waste

Clean the toilet by opening each layer and cleaning with the toilet
paper
Put the lid on the bucket and jerry can
Lift the jerry can out of the toilet
Firm on the lid on the bucket and lift the bucket out
Put in the new bucket, remove the lid, jerry can and sanitary waste bag
Place the jerry can in place and remove the lid
Put back the urine-diverter
Close the lid of the toilet, spraying a perfume in it
Tie up the sanitary waste bag and remove it

27/08/2015 Feedback from
Andrew on BioBox
The price point is critical KSH 50-80 for Sanivation
The idea could have lots of other, more lucrative applications
If BioBox reduces the collection to once a week, then its valuable
Dealing with smell would be a major improvement to current systems
Can it be transported in a larger container, more efficiently
Could there be smell sensors for dynamic pickup
Working with some design firms to design a new toilet

28/08/2015 Meeting with Fausto
Loowatt is going strong with models in operation in Madagascar and
Festivals in the UK
Loowatt seals of the business so there is no issue of smell
When developing the toilet they used it in their office
Start with the value of the business you are producing
Start with the output, or value, is it worth paying for
Then design a system to support the production
What inputs does someone else need
Why are you testing in Kenya not at home
Why do Kenyans get dodgy solutions
Why is it ok to skirt laws and obligations in Kenya
What right do you have to push your ideology on others
If you wouldn’t use your own product, how can you expect someone
else to do so?
How about looking at circular economies
Shit processing that extracts from the waste water, phosphorus,
energy, carbon
Material insights for BioBox
Pulping mills exist in Kenya
Biopalstics are still expensive, but that is changing
Bagasse is not good because of short fibre length
Is it so essential to manufacture locally?

Could you make bricks for housing
Tiger Worms digest matter to compost, tiger toilet
Contrary to my observation, organic waste is a market
The container sanitation industry has some serious issues:
There isn’t good communication so people repeat
People want to learn by experience not from others
If Fausto were to build a container sanitation system
He would find what complementary services he could sell

He would then use the distribution model to also do sanitation
Many current social enterprises are NGOs in disguise
Burning through loads of grant money, why not build a sewer
Low grade charcoal and fertiliser being produced
EAWAG know what they are on about
Kai and Bastian are on to it

14.4 Appendix D - Experiments
This appendix details the experiments that were undertaken during the development of the PooPac technology.
Only a rough overview of the tests done is given here. For more information please contact joshua@urieli.co

Early Material Experiments
This section details early tests done on a variety of materials.

Material
Cardboard 1mm
Cardboard 1.5 mm
Cardboard 2mm
Cardboard 2.5 mm
Cardboard 3mm

Immersion
0- Fell apart, floppy

Basic Material Testing
Containment
Folding
Tear
Urine
3- Folds easily 3- Tear by hand

0- Fell apart, floppy
0- Fell apart, floppy
0- Fell apart, floppy

3- Folds easily

3- Tear by hand

4- Mild

2- Rips a little

3- Tear by hand

4- Mild

2- Rips a little
1- Rips a lot

3- Tear by hand
3- Tear by hand

4- Mild

3- Folds easily
3- Folds easily

3- Tear by hand
3- Tear by hand

Cardboard Laminated 1mm
Cardboard Laminated 2mm

0- Fell apart, floppy
0- Fell apart, floppy
0- Fell apart, floppy

Egg Carton
PeePoo Bag
Compost Bag
Card with Plastic Coat 1mm
Card with Plastic Coat 1.5mm
20mm Card
High Ribbed Card
Carboard Toilet
Plastic Sponge and Coat 3mm
Plastic Black Bin Bag

0- Went floppy
5- No change
0- Tiny holes
5- No change
5- No change
0- Fell apart, floppy
0- Fell apart, floppy
0- Fell apart, floppy
0- Flattened, mushy
3- Holds shape,
4- A little softer
does
notbugles
tear a
4Coat
little
5- No change

3- Folds easily
5- Endless
5- Endless
3- Folds easily
3- Folds easily
0- Does not fold
4- Folds
repeatadly
3- Folds easily
2- Tricky to fold
5- Endless

3- Tear by hand
1- Tears easily
1- Tears easily
3- Tear by hand
3- Tear by hand
4- Hard to tear
3- Tear by hand
3- Tear by hand
4- Hard to tear
3- Tear by hand

Baking Paper
Home Made Card 2mm
Home Made Card 1mm Rough
Home Made Card 1mm Fine
Thin Wood
Red Dog Bag
Cream 18 um Bag
Shopping Bag Spar
Shopping Bag Nord

2- Tears easily
0- Falls apart
0- Falls apart
0- Falls apart
4- Absorbs water
5- No change
5- No change
5- No change
5- No change

4- Folds
repeatadly
0Tears
0- Tears
0- Tears
1- Splits easily
5- Endless
5- Endless
5- Endless
5- Endless

2- Easily tears
0- Tears
involutarily
0Tears
involutarily
0Tears
involutarily
3Tear by hand
3- Tear by hand
3- Tear by hand
3- Tear by hand
3- Tear by hand

5- No leakage
0- One hole
5- No leakage
5- No leakage

Direct
Outdo
4- Mild

5- Intact
5- Intact

5- No

5- Intact
5- Intact

5- No
5- No

5- No
5- No
5- No
5- No
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Later Material Tests

Smell Tests

A less rigid, more exploratory approach to experimenting was taken when a completely new technique for controlling smell was being researched.

One key experiment was done to test smell. More details of the method can be found in section 3.6 Example: Mycelium experiment. The raw
data from this experiment is presented here.

Mycelium Tests
Once mycelium was identified as the key material, detailed and
fairly rigorous experiments were done to understand the mycelium’s
characteristics and integrate it into the PooPac product. As the data
in these experiments has value, only the test numbers and aims are
presented to give an idea of what the experiments covered.
21		
22		
23		
24		
25		
26		

How could it work?
What could it look like?
Does it work with urine?
Can it be added to card?
Can it be propagated?
Can it be propagated raw sawdust?

31		
32		
33		
34		
35		

What could it look like?
Cut slithers?
Ground?
Ground and compacted?
Sausage?

101		
102
103
105
106
107
108
109

Coconut Husk Full
Coconut Husk Half
Jute
Wood Shavings Colander
Wood Standard
Wood Standard Wet
Eierschwamme Culture
Champignons Bruan Culture

111		
112		

Make + Test Coconut
Make + Test Jute
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113		
114		
115		
116		
117		

Propogate on 20 cmsq Coconut
Propogate on 20 cmsq Jute
Make + Test - Box + Lid
Make + Test - Box + Lid
Make + Test - Box + Lid

201

Normal Sawdust

211		
212
213

Create Lids
Jute Bag from Live Culture
Jute Bag from Inactive Culture

311		
312
313
314

Create Lids w Jute & BioBags
Normal Sawdust
Jute to test from Inactive
Normal Sawdust Dry

321
322
323

Infuse Jute with Mycelium
Infuse Jute with Mycelium
Infuse Jute with Mycelium

701
702
703
704
705

Reactive dried culture
Reactivate old lids without jute
Reactivate old lids with jute
Reactivate old virgin
Reactivate old virgin

801
802
803
804

Propogate 2181
Propogate 2191
Propogate 2175
Grow on paper

No Know Project Time
Smell 1 Smell 2 Smell 3 Smell 4 Strength Comments
1		
Yes		10:57
Moist Mushrooms			4
2		
Yes		11:00
Don’t know			4
Eh no
3		
Yes		11:01
Dried Faeces			4
no
4		
Yes		11:01
Wet Cardboard			2
5		 Yes		
11:00
Cardboard			
1
Shrooms seems to work!
6		
Yes		10:55
Cardboard			5
:-)
7		 Yes		
10:50
Mushrooms			
4
The smell is not strong (bad) but the everyday smell of
home
8		
Yes		10:43
Cardboard			3
9		 No		
11:15
Food
Salty			
4
It smells more the paper than the other “thing”
10		 Yes		
13:37
Forest				
4
What quality does the smell have? (Stable, changing...)
11		 Yes		
13:43
Sourish Old
Cardboard Wood 4
You only smell something when you put your nose 		
									
in the box, and only when breathing in
12		
Yes		13:45
Wet Paper				3
13		 No		
17:11
Cardboard Dampness Salty Closed Room 6
14		
No		17:11
Cardboard			5
No =)
15		
No		17:08
Don’t know			2
No
16		
No		17:08
Nothing				1
No
17		 No		
17:05
Cardboard			
6
At the beginning it was hard to smell it
18		 No		
17:03
Cardboard Wood Bouillon
Wet Earth 6
It reminds me of an Ikea-Haus
19		 No		
17:02
Cardboard Detergent		
3
Difficult to define the smell
20		 No		
16:59
Animal				
7
It smells like a mix of different tastes
21		
No		16:56
Cardboard				2
What is it about
22		
No		16:56
Cardboard			2
No
23		
No		16:53
Old Room				6
Not really
24		
No		16:53
Cardboard			1
25		 No		
16:50
Cardboard			
5
My nose is not working too good
26		 No		
15:50
Not Good Like old Trees		
6
Not Really
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14.5 Appendix E – Prototypes
Through the rapid prototyping process a huge number of prototypes were developed during the course of this
thesis. This appendix gives an overview of the prototypes that were created.
Prototype 35

Prototype 120

AK_021

1st Prototype V1 - Fold all in one

3th Prototype V2 - Consatina

Prototype 30

Prototype 36

Prototype 121

AK_031

1st Prototype V2 - Fold all in one

4th Prototype V1 - Clash lock

Prototype 31

Prototype 110

Prototype 122

AK_041

1st Prototype V3 - Fold all in one

4th Prototype V2 - Clash lock

Prototype 32

Prototype 111

Prototype 126

AK_051

1st Prototype V4 - Fold all in one

5th Prototype V1 - Bag in a box

Prototype 33

Prototype 112

Prototype 90 - Circular

AK_052

3th Prototype V1 - Consatina

5th Prototype V2 - Bag in a box

Prototype 34

Prototype 116

AK_001

AK_060
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14.6 Appendix F – PooPac Interviews & Trial
This appendix details the second series of product trials that were conducted in Kisumu, Kenya in February
2016. They contain operational notes as well as observations, findings and analysis.

Interview
Interview 1:
Evance Odhiamrd
Man, later joined by another man
04/02/2016
avoid.attaching.fewer : -0.099020, 34.763863
Government Compounds behind Tusky’s Mall
Trial? - OK
Interview 2:
Girl with Child
04/02/2016
finalists.jeering.trainer : -0.098690, 34.764099
Government Compounds behind Tusky’s Mall
Trial? - NO

Interview 3
Jasper Ngone
Young man
04/02/2016
pods.shunted.yours : -0.098733, 34.764686
Government Compounds behind Tusky’s Mall
Trial? - NO

Interview 4 (Without Mycelium Sample)
Fridaws Ramadhon
Woman
05/02/2016
cheesy.campus.explores : -0.096285, 34.759115
One block west of Tuskys
Trial? - OK

Interview 5
Lilian Atieno
Young woman, middle aged woman, older woman, later also a young
man
Sophia Otieno
05/02/2016
chapels.erupt.reveal : -0.097730, 34.756728
One block west of Tuskys
Trial? – OK, two please

Interview 6
Mwangi Benard
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Man, supported by two other men intermittently
05/02/2016
collect.topics.loyal : -0.096585, 34.758300
One block west of Tuskys
Trial? – OK, though payment would be nice

Interview 7
Paul Manyasia
Man
05/02/2016
blurs.fortunate.graph : -0.095493, 34.759614
One block west of Tuskys
Trial? - OK
Interview 8
Elphus Ochimg
Man
05/02/2016
imported.signified.forum : -0.106949, 34.765963
Railway Neyalenda
Trial? - OK

Introduction
Thanks for agreeing to talk
Introduce & background of interviewers
Introduce WSUP and program in Kisumu
International company
Developing a sanitation model that suits the residents of Kisumu
Ask the interviewee if they have any knowledge or experience of
indoor sanitation models
Explain that this project is to develop a new container product
Explain new product in development
Explain ask interviewee preferences
Be used in the design of the product
Will first ask about details, later about whole product
Interview will run about 30 minutes

Colour & Material Options
Show interviewee a collection of material samples listed in rows below
Ask the interviewee to order items in terms of criteria listed in columns
below
Photograph and record the interviewees decision process and result

COST
Interviewee
1		
2		
3		
4		
5		
6		
7		
8		
Analysis		

Expensive								Cheap
Jute
Nylon
Yellow Red
Blue
Purple Green
Black
Paper
Jute
Nylon
Paper
Green
Purple Red
Yellow Black
Blue
Jute
Nylon
Paper
Red
Purple Yellow Green
Blue
Black
Jute
Purple Yellow Red
Nylon
Black
Paper
Green
Blue
Jute
Nylon
Purple Paper
Red
Yellow Green
Blue
Black
Jute
Nylon
Paper
Red
Purple Yellow Green
Blue
Black
Jute
Nylon
Paper
Green
Red
Purple Blue
Yellow Black
Purple Red
Yellow Green
Blue
Black
Paper
Nylon
Jute
Jute
Nylon
Paper
Red, Purple, Green Green, Yellow, Blue		
Black

DURABILITY
Interviewee
1		
2		
3		
4		
5		
6		
7		
8		
Analysis		

Strong								Weak
Jute
Nylon
Yellow Red
Blue
Purple Green
Black
Paper
Paper
Nylon
Jute
Blue
Black
Yellow Green
Purple Red
Jute
Nylon
Red
Purple Yellow Green
Blue
Black
Paper
Purple Green
Yellow Red
Jute
Nylon
Blue
Black
Paper
Nylon
Jute
Red
Purple Yellow Green
Blue
Black
Paper
Jute
Nylon
Paper
Red
Purple Yellow Green
Blue
Black
Black
Red
Green
Purple Blue
Yellow Nylon
Jute
Paper
Purple Red
Yellow Green
Blue
Black
Paper
Nylon
Jute
Jute, Nylon, Red, Purple		
Blue, Yellow, Green		
Black
Paper

CLEANLINESS
Interviewee
1		
2		
3		
4		
5		
6		
7		
8		
Analysis		

Clean								Dirty
Purple Blue
Yellow Red
Green
Nylon
Black
Jute
Paper
Paper
Nylon
Jute
Blue
Black
Yellow Green
Purple Red
Jute
Nylon
Red
Purple Yellow Green
Blue
Black
Paper
Purple Yellow Red
Nylon
Green
Paper
Blue
Jute
Black
Nylon
Purple Red
Yellow Green
Paper
Blue
Jute
Black
Nylon
Jute
Paper
Red
Purple Yellow Green
Blue
Black
Black
Red
Green
Purple Blue
Yellow Nylon
Jute
Paper
Black
Paper
Jute
Blue
Green
Purple Yellow Red
Nylon
No significant patterns!

COLOUR PREFERENCE
Interviewee
Like								Dislike
1		
Purple Blue
Yellow Red
Green
Nylon
Jute
Paper
Black
2		
Green
Yellow Red
Purple Blue
Nylon
Paper
Jute
Black
3		
Black
Blue
Green
Red
Yellow Purple Nylon
Jute
Paper
4		
Purple Green
Yellow Blue
Nylon
Red
Paper
Black
Jute
5		
Nylon
Yellow Purple Red
Green
Blue
Paper
Jute
Black
6		
Nylon
Paper
Green
Purple Red
Yellow Blue
Jute
Black
7		
Nylon
Yellow Red
Green
Blue
Black
Paper
Purple Jute
8		
Nylon
Purple Yellow Green
Blue
Red
Paper
Jute
Black
Analysis		
Nylon
Yellow, Green, Purple, Blue, Red Paper
Jute, Black
Analysis
Jute is seen as costly, durable and ugly
Nylon is seen as costly, durable and people liked the bright white colour
Black plastic is seen as cheap, weak and ugly
There was little consistency differentiation between the rest of the plastics

Folding Mechanisms
Give the interviewee 5 different paper bags, folded in 5 different ways
Ask the interviewee to unfold the paper bags
Observe any trouble the interviewee has in unfolding
Ask the interviewee which were easy, and which were difficult
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Interviewee
1		
2		
3		
4		
5		
6		
7		
8		

Easiest
3
1
2
1
5
5
5
1

Hardest
1
5
1
5
4
2
2
5

Acceptance of Mushroom

Notes
4 not fully opened
Order 12345

Order 51342

Analysis.
5 is not a good designed solution and was found hard many times.
1 may have been biased as hard sometimes due to being the first to be opened
Therefore 1 will be used

Closing Mechanisms
Give the interviewee 5 bags to close with different ways to be closed
Ask the interview to close the 5 five bags
Observe any difficulties with closing the bags
Ask the interviewee which were easy and which were hard
Ask the interviewee to order the bags depending on the security of the closing mechanism
Interviewee
Easiest		
Hardest
1		
Cotton-Bud
Yellow
2		
Cotton-Bud
Green
3		
Cotton-Bud
Green
4		Green		White?
5		Green		Yellow
6		White		Blue
7		Blue		Green
8		Green		Yellow

Secure
Yellow
Yellow
Cotton
Cotton
Green
Green
White
Yellow

Trust of Material
Ask the interviewee, whether when given a bag made from the mushroom material would the interviewee carry with that bag?
Fruit with a skin
Raw Meat
Uncooked rice
Porridge
Water

What is Mushroom
Show and give the interviewee a 10 cm square sample of Jute infused Mushroom
Observe if, how, and how long the interviewee holds the sample
Ask the interviewee what they think the material is
Explain it as being Jute with a uncommon type of plant grown over it
Observe the interviewee’s reaction and level of belief
What is it? Reaction to Mushroom
Observations
Manila, Millet, Strings, Flour Fine
Slightly touches it
No idea at all
Fine
Moldy seeds, jute, white unknown
Fine
Forgot Sample!!!
Fine
Sagan, Wax, Dust, Manila Pulp Fine
Seeds, Jute, Flour Fine
Happy to touch and prod
Glue, Ugali, Plant seed
Fine
Jute, Sogan, Plant Fine

Analysis
What the mushrooms were was unclear – flour, wax, glue
Being told it is mushrooms wasn’t a problem
People didn’t pick it up and throw it around, but happy to touch it
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No.
Smell			Container Bag
Plate
Ground On Top Underneath
Notes
1		
Good			Y		Y
Y			
2		
Good			Y		Y
Y				Container valuable
3		
Average, Not good or bad
Y
Y			
Y		
4		
Forgot Sample							
5		
Ok			 Y		 Y
Y		 Y
Y
6		
Not Bad			 Y		 Y		 Y
Y
Y
7		
Good – Colgate Toothpaste
Y
Y
Y		 Y		
8		
Nice – is it perfumed		
Y		
Y		
Y
Analysis
Smell is mostly good or average
People are happy to keep it in a plastic bag
People are happy to put it on top of things
This means there could be some concern about contamination

Notes

Analysis.
Difficult to close or unable to understand closing equals secure
Cotton-Bud had a positive bias as only non-home made for first 3
Yellow is definitely too difficult.
Green features in both easy and hard
Some compromise between White and Green would be best

No.
1		
2		
3		
4		
5		
6		
7		
8		

Ask the interviewee what the sample smells like
Ask if the smell is a good or a bad smell
(The order of the following questions should be reversed for every second interview)
Would the interviewee keep this material in their home in a plastic container
Would they keep the material in their home in a plastic bag
Would they keep it lying on a plastic plate, but otherwise exposed
Would they keep it just on the ground
Would they keep it on top of other items
Would they put other things on top of it

and prods it

No.
Raw Meat Raw Rice Porridge Water
Notes
1		
Y		 Y		
2					
3		
Y		 Y		
4		
No Prototype				
5					
6			
Y		
7		
Y
Y			
8		
Y
Y			
Analysis
Apart from Raw Meat, confidence was low for transferring smaller, more liquid things with the Jute sack.

Proposed Indoor Sanitation
Explain that the product would be a new poo container
Explain that it would go into a container toilet
Explain how it would be installed and collected by a waste collector
Ask the interviewee their opinoin about the entire idea
Ask where they see problems with this system
Where they would place it?
Will all family members be comfortable using the indoor toilet
9.1 – OPINION OF ENTIRE IDEA
“The idea is good”. It is cheap and the waste does not stay in the house for a long time.
The idea is good, the faeces can be used as a manure
“The idea is good”
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“The idea is good”
“The idea is good”
“Idea good”
Sounds good but wants to see the practicality, understand advantages
and disadvantages. Discourages flying toilets
9.2 – PROBLEMS WITH IDEA
Timing of the collection of the waste
No
None
No problems
Cost of the container
Not a long lasting solution
If it smells then it will not work, if the smell is controlled it sounds good
9.3 – WHERE TO PLACE IT?
Bedroom, quite a bit of confusion about where to put it
Storage area
Put it in the store
Corner of the bedrooms
Bedrooms
Put it under the bed, otherwise don’t know
Store, but could be difficult with bathroom – especially if it smells
9.4 – FAMILY USE IT?
No, difficult to share a toilet, cause of poo inside
Other users need to be convinced of the idea
Family will use the toilet
Other family members are ok
OK
Analysis
The general consensus was that the idea is good
Concerns were often voiced about smell
The toilet location would usually be in the storage area, or the
bedroom
Family using the toilet is generally not a problem

Feelings about Proposed System
Ask what they think about poo being carried through their house in
the container
Ask what they think about poo being carried through the plot in the
container
Ask what the neighbours would think about poo being carried through
the plot in the container
Ask how they would feel about changing the container themselves
10.1 - POO CARRIED IN HOUSE
No problem as everyone is onboard with using the toilet
The container is safe so it is ok
Difficult with the waste collector, generally interesting
Good
If the product is very safe, it is good
OK, it’s the service
Does not matter, people need the service
10.2 – POO CARRIED IN PLOT
May feel a bit guilty, bet generally it is ok
No problem if there is no smell
Good
Not good
Not good
Have to adapt to the situation
No problem
10.3 – NEIGHBOURS THINK POO CARRIED IN PLOT
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What are people doing, where are they taking the container. If they
don’t understand, they will believe the smell comes across from
neighbours
If it is safe, not a problem
Not good – think you are dirty and lazy
Some neighbours will accept it, some neighbours won’t
Ok, with the consent of the neighbours
Need to inform the neighbours
10.4 – CHANGING CONTAINER THEMSELVES
No problem, I will feel good
Good idea to replace
No problem
OK
OK
Analysis
Container ability to control smell a large concern
Consensus of neighbours very important
Changing containers is fine

Feelings about Using the
Indoor Toilets
Ask the interviewee how they feel about going to the toilet on this
material
Ask how they feel about placing a disc of the material over the
container
Ask how they feel about pooing on top of other peoples discs
Ask if there is anything else that they would like or dislike about using
this material
11.1 – GOING ON MATERIAL
Feels nice. Feel good about it. Very embarrassing according to the
culture, will not know if someone else comes in while you are using
the toilet
OK
Feel better about this
Need to be able to hide for doing the business
No Problem
Good
Ok using the toilet
Feels excellent about going to the toilet on the container
11.2 – Disc ON POO
Feel ok about placing the disc inside
Ok because the poo is your own
Not good, its not a good feeling
Good
Good
Ok putting a disc in
OK
11.3 – POOING ON USED DISCS
OK
Fine
Not bad about, because you don’t see the poo
Fine
Ok pooing on top, as the top disc is seen, not the poo
Fine to cover waste
11.4 – GENERAL LIKES AND DISLIKES
Material is durable, easy to get
Flexibility is too much, can slide and fall on the floor

A place where is no security, you can use this toilet during the night
time. MONA - 30.40 mins
It would be difficult to explain to everyone about the toilet. Can’t tell
visitors, will not be easy
Good, because other people can use it after you
The control of the poo smell
Jute is strong and absorbs watery things, prevents smell
Could the material be washed??? No problem
Depends on the size of the house, if someone is cooking, the toilet is
directly opposite where the cooking area is...
Likes the solution
“How can we get it”?
Cheap, good, easy to manage and maintain
Creates jobs
Explaining this to people could be hard
Is there a room that goes around the toilet...
MONA 27.20 - toilet colour should be white..

PooPac Trial
JANUARY PROPOSAL
The second item is conducting a small trial of the product with 1
family over the period of a week to understand the usability and
demonstrate the effectiveness of the product when used in context.
RESEARCH GOALS
Test BioBox 2 works in the local context
Test that smell is controlled effectively
Test user acceptance of process

Trial Design
2 Families, 1 week
1 container exchange
2 collections of feaces, one midway, the other at the end
2 types of mushroom material used, oyster and GIY
Urine disposed of in existing toilet

Trial Schedule
Analysis
There were a number of concerns about privacy, perhaps a curtain
should be included in the installation as another test for privacy
Adding the discs was generally ok, though many interviewees initially
displayed uncertainty or discomfort at the idea, many see waste in
pit latrines anyway
There was generally no problem pooping on discs
Some general concerns around privacy
Lots of extra positive points for the material, but it is perhaps too
expensive

Interview Conclusion
Ask the interviewee if they have any questions
Explain that a trial participant is being sought to try the product in the
next weeks
Explain that it would be a week-long trial
A container toilet and all things would be provided
The waste would be collected in the middle and the end
Preceded and followed by more interviews
POINTS FOR IMPROVEMENT AFTER FIRST 3 INTERVIEWS
Could be a bias as the bag first unfolded is often the most tricky
Could be a bias on the cotton-bud bag as it is the only commercially
made sample, maybe make a version at home
The container toilet explanation could be better managed, clearer,
sometimes the disc is forgotten, leading to weird answers
People seem to say yes easily, perhaps we can select only people who
have a more final say in the running of the house before starting..

Key Findings
Mushrooms are acceptable, the smell is fine, and people are happy to
have them at home
Dark colours such as brown and black are considered ugly
Jute is costly and durable while paper is costly and weak
Acceptance of the product hinged on the effectiveness of smell control
Privacy while using the toilet was also a common concern
Consensus from neighbours was important
Toilet would be in the storage or bedroom area
Generally positive about the idea and happy to exchange containers

Start: Monday 15th
Check Up: Tuesday 16th
Collection: Thursday 18th
End: Monday 22nd

Installation of Toilet and Trial Setup
Checklist of items to bring:
Contract
Media Releases
MoSan documentation
2x MoSan and Containers
2x BioBox and Discs in bucket
S/W Buckets
Stick for Discs
Water bottle
Toilet Training
Greet and introduce to trial participants
Thank for taking part in the trials
Ask if we can take pictures of the process
Show the two MoSans and offer both
Unload the MoSan, Bucket of discs, & S/W container and bring to the
house
Introduce the MoSan as a new toilet create from user feedback
Ask participant to open up the MoSan and explore how it works
Where do short and long calls go?
Demonstrate how the urine goes under the ping pong ball
Practice placing a disc into the toilet
Instructed in the care of the MoSan with supporting materials
Note all materials given to trial participants
Explain that it is a trial, call any time to end it
The point is to use the toilet and let us know
Going to film with waste collection on Thursday
Sign of on contract and the media release
Toilet Install
Install the MoSan in the location it will be used
Impress the importance to hand washing after using MoSan
Key Images and Video to Capture
Installation of the toilet
Showing how the toilet works
Trial participant with the toilet
Signing of documents
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Observations and Findings
Don’t suggest using a condom to control urine smell
S/W container lids forgotten
Second toilet for Sophia not brought, as husband not keen, very
disappointed
MoSan with coloured tape was picked first, with the user saying that
toilet is nicer
User didn’t see which way round the lid goes on old MoSan model
Space at Paul’s was tight, the fact the MoSan is flexible helped

Waste Collection
Waste Collector Training
Needed:
Clean Team
Demo Prototype
Small Container
Bags
MoSan images
Welcome him and do some small talk
Explain that we will be filming the operation
Explain the container toilet, how it works
Explain that we are going to go and collect waste today
Show the process using the Clean Team Toilet
Show the process of sanitary waste transfer (need extra bucket)
Ask him to complete the process a number of times
Till the is confident about what he is doing
Explain the differences with the MoSan
Emphasise the importance of contamination
Principles of PPE and Sensitisation
Ask if he has any questions
Pack up, ready to go
Checklist of Items to Bring
Gloves
2x New BioBoxes
2x New containers with discs and lids
2x S/W bags (blue)
60L Waste Container with liner
Collection Process
Greet Trial participant
Introduce waste collectors and filmer
Ask if the trial participant has been using the toilet
Ask if there have been any problems
We will be trying a different type of container mushroom
Pay attention to any difference you see
Get the camera set up
Waste collector does exchange
Open toilet
Close poo container
Remove poo container
Insert new poo container
Close toilet
Tie S/W bag closed
Inset new S/W container
Swap disc containers
Film the users current toilet
Take the waste away
Waste to take and incinerate waste
Collection Observations
Toilets do smell somewhat when opened, but the houses smelt fine
Lilian had put a nice cloth over the MoSan
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The second PooPac that lilian tried has an infestation of fruit flies
Paul – used about 4 discs
Lilian – used about 7 discs
Waste collectors wet after removing cleaning gloves
One container was a little too small, was very hard to fit in
Flecks of mushrooms went everywhere, even when somewhat well
developed

Removal 0f Toilet and
Trial Teardown
Lilian
Used the toilet
Friends used the toilet
Used twice during the day, once at night
Both pee and poo
White is very OK
White is so clean
Would prefer light blue
The size of the toilet is OK
The house was too small for the toilet at the back of the house
A pedal to open the lid would be nice
The seat was very nice
No problem positioning on the toilet
Emptied the urine
Emptied when it was somewhat was full
Opened and checked the urine level
The hole of the urine container is too small
Not difficult to remove urine, because mixed with water
Urine emptied in morning and evening
Cleaned with soap
Urine container was difficult to clean
Very comfortable pooing on the sack
Using the stick
Spread the disc with the stick
The discs was not very dry, didn’t know how it should be
The mushroom was not well developed “It was not dry, so it gives
some smell”
If you open the toilet there is no smell
The first sack did not smell, the second sack it smells of wet jute
You smell only the wet jute, not the poo
The smell was ok when using the toilet
New mushroom sample
Lilian: no smell
Susan: Smells like mushroom
Lilian: some mushroom
Mushroom is ok
We eat mushroom
Thought you would show us how to replace the containers ourselves
At night a container for waste would be sabotaged
Need to talk to neighbours about waste bin
Both jute and plastic bag good to line poo container
The toilet is safe
You can use it any time you like, no queue
It is easy to clean
You can carry it wherever you are going
I don’t see any disadvantage
Should we spray chemical in the jute, during the raining season it
will not dry
My friends like it
The toilet is full quickly every week

50 KSH a week to empty the toilet
It is just a bowl, it is supposed to be flushed but it is not flushed
After a few days it is full
24 doors use the one toilet
200 per month on toilets
Buy toilets outside the compound, 10KSH a day down at the duokali
The landlord is Kenyan Railways
They tell me, if you don’t like the toilet, you can use another house
Many blocks that have the same problem
Neighbours come and see the toilet
They said the toilet is very nice
They were concerned that it would smell, they come inside and see
that it won’t smell

Paul’s Wife
She used the toilet
The husband, the child is too small
Once a day each
Both pee and poo
The toilet colour is bright
The colour is just what I need
White is good
Blue or green would be good
The tape was good
The size is just right, if it was bigger, it will need a big house, but you
know most people just have a small house
This size is good
The opening and closing was just good
The seat was comfortable
Mostly used at night, because during the day we are busy
Weekends, used both day and night
Go out of the house and lock the door to use, then we can time each
other
Can give the guest the same space – sounded hypothetical
Empty the urine is hard
Waited till the evening
Was scared about emptying the container
General cleaning was fine, as long as you have a cloth you can wipe it
When it had become a lot, then I just take it
You know the amount you pee, so you have an idea
At the beginning the feeling was not good, but now it is fine
Have water nearby and then just put the discs in, then wash the
hands
Husband didn’ t have a problem
As long as you sit properly it is not a problem
It wasn’t difficult to sit properly
I had some visitors, I waited for them to complain, you know they
are youth, they just say what they think, but they didn’t complain
When the lid is open it is the jute and damp, not the poo
Also smells a bit of pee
Mushroom was ok, not bad or good
Like the second the batch
As it has a nylon bag next to it
Better to handle, like it more
More comfortable to handle the disc
The smell of the new pieces is good
The shape is not so good as the old pieces, like the rounded shape
The jute is what you smell, and not the poo
When someone looks inside, it disguises the poo well
People coming in to remove waste was comfortable
Remove the waste would fear that people would ask

Friends asked about the toilet
Didn’t know we were serious when we were doing initial interviews
They liked the toilet, they wish they had accepted to talk to us
It would be a bit expensive the jute
The toilet is good, just comfortable
Multiple sizes of toilet would be good
Observations
The inside of the MoSan was a mess of bits of mushroom and
condensation
The inside didn’t smell of poo, but of damp jute pretty badly
Lillian was very confident and talkative, fine with dealing with poo
Paul’s wife was rather more timid and unsure about emptying
containers
Draw cord was really hard to operate, especially on a wet jute
Paper and a cord system will not work well as paper rips
Lillian phoned on Sunday night to say the discs were not well
developed and the jute was smelling a little
Treatment of Waste
Give to waste collector of Dickens

Key Findings
Positive Outcomes
The discs work, stick or without, rounded shape is good, covers poo
well
The smell is controlled, either by damp Jute smell or by mushrooms
Negative Outcomes
Fruit flies and worms are attracted and eat the mushroom and Jute
The mushroom substrate falls off, making a mess in the toilet and
home
The moisture content needs to be correct to reduce smell and keep
condensation down
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One in three people worldwide live without safe
and dignified toilets, over 200 million in African
slums. This leads to widespread illness, pollution,
and

death.

Container-based

sanitation

services

address the problem by collecting human faeces in
containers, inside toilets, inside peoples’ homes.
These services regularly collect the containers and
biodegrade the faeces into products, e.g. compost.
Generally, container-toilets are smelly, and services
are inefficient and unsafe. In this thesis, ethnographic
fieldwork, rapid prototyping, and experiments are
used to develop a new solution: PooPac.
PooPac is a bioactive paper bag that suppresses the
toilet smell. The biodegradable PooPac is sealed
for transport, and directly composted, removing all
contact with faeces. PooPac can increase access to
safe and dignified sanitation.
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